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places were improved or develop
REGISTRATION
RATE RAISED
B.1UKE JAL LAST lUtSDAf.
THE FIRST AEROPLANE BUILT BY A PROTECTING
TREES FROM THE
ed to snch an extent as to furTO 10 GENTS.
sixteen-year- WOMAN.
John
Smith,
the
nish
more
water than formerly.
Albuquerque, Nov. 10
RABBITS.
Beginning Nov, lit, the rate for old horse thief who is awaiting. Typewriter, secretary, lawyer,
Forester A. 0. Ringland hM For the most part this class of all registered
mail
trial for having stolen a Horse at
oiiaut Miss Lillian Todd has New Mexico A. At M. College Is- just issued a summary report of work is done in cooperation with raised from eight matter was Orogrande
or five months! been all these, and she tells about sues a oojieun to iree urowers.
four
to
ten
v&uti,
permanent improvement work on stockmen. It is to their interest
J- J a most. uaruig
according to a recent order by the apo, niaue
nempi it in the Woman's Home ComNew Mexico Odíese of Agri
the National Forests in District that their cattle should not have
to break jail last Tuesday morn- panion for November. She is the
also
General.
This
go
to
long
culture. Many fruit and shade
fiacal
for
year
distances for water and
No. 9
the
ending
ab- first woman who
has built an trees are lost annually by lietng
it is also to the interest of the increases the maximum indem- ing during the momentary
June 80 1909.
sence of jailer Murphy.
nity
loss
registerfor
allowed
of
It will be a source of surprise Forest Service that more range ed articles from $26.00 to $50.00 The prisoners had all had their aeroplane and she designed it girdled by rabbits. The season
herself.
in which most of the damage is
to many who do Lot understand be developed by increasing the
breakfasts as usual, Tuesday
each.
earliest,
From
she
childhood
done
is during the win, or months.
water
supply.
work
of
the
Forest Service to
the
morning, and the excecise hours has been interested in machines As
WILLIAM HENRY HUNT.
season is aoproaching it
that
Another way in which the Serlearn of the permanent improveWilliam Henry Hunt was born of from eight to ten were in ef- and has patented a number of would be well for the orchardist
ment work which has been carried vice helps stockmen is to cooperfect when Mr. Murphy was called inventions. Like the Wrights, to have in
mind some form of
on in th National Forests.
On ate with them in the construc- Sept. 2, 1865 in Batavia, N. Y. upon
to deiiever some documents sh has worked very quietly and protection for his trees in order to
the Forests of Arkansas, Arizona, tion of drift fences. When these and later, with his parents, mov- to
sheriff Denney, who was on perfected her machine without prevent such a loss, says a bulle
aud New Mexico the Service fence are advantageously situat- ed to Toledo, where the greater
the streets. While down town fuss dr feathers. Her description
part
of
his
boyhood
from
life
to
tin just issued at the college.
pent during the last fiscal year ed it means considerable aid to
e
of the machine has a feminine
as spent. On he got the mail from the
With regard to remedies, there
was $68,1)23.84 for permanent im- the stocKiiien iii handling his very recently
and this he delivered to the touch.
re several advocated, and these
provements. The primary object stock. As a general 'tile, when July 14th, 19J8 he, with his wife
as soon as he arrived
''The outline of the machine is are usually of two forms. The
of expending money in tins a proposition of this kind arises came to Alanioguido to see if a
back at the jail, at which time original, though very recently trunk of
change
of
would
climate
not
the tree is either paintis
way is in uiaiie the Forests more and it
found by the Foresi
he immd everything in evident approximated abroad ; it is based
ed with some solution or wrapped
that the construction ol make a cha' ge in his rapidly
accessible to the public. Conseafety the same as when he had on a minute study of the wing
with some materal. Many patent
quently a very large percentage a drift fence will not interfere failing health but that reaper,
ü, W09 leff a short time before. Thfi ,f
M ncfiiti.
fjl Kn ti .Co in
hi:::
to
came
Nor.
Jcath,
p. .i...u ar.
ni this money was. spent in the with ine handling of any man s
tio uiiAvv
all happened up to nine o'clock. of Natural History. The ful!
snch as wire coils and thin sheets
construction and repair of roads stock, the Forest Service will wlien he departed this life. De A
it wi- - discovnuí'
length of the machine is fori.v of wood. The wire coil protector
and trans and many miles of furnish the material for the con- ceased was 54 years, two iimnthg
ered
had
secured a feet, and the three planes are slips over the tree and can be
Smith
that
and
six
days old and leaves a
telephone lines were also con- struction of the fence, while the
ci. al stove shaker and had made parallel in the curves.
I have left on the year around and until
structed, ihe report shows that interested stockmen furnish the widow, Mis. Harriet Hunt, rea
hole in ihe north end of the gone on the principle that if two
latives in the East, and many
the tree gets too large tor the
a large percentage of the money labor in the actual construction
friends to mourn the loss of a jail large enough to admit of his planes are good, three are better, soil. Then it must be removed-Th- e
was expended in the construction of the fence.
relative and true crawling through and with ihe to support a heavy engine, when
price of these protectors is
The Roosevelt dam on the Salt husband,
and repair of 253 miles of trails,
friend.
The
funeral took place aid of a rope, made of strips from the wt ight is not materially in about $2 2oper 100. When the
thirty-twmiles of wagon ruad, River Vallev, which the Reclaa pair of overalls h id gotten to creased. The framework is
sheets of wood are used they are
and 206 miles of telephone lines. mation Service has almost com- Nov. i), under the auspices of the
the ground and started for the
straight-graineK.
of
'a
P.
from
home,
the
Rev's.
put
on the trees in the fall aud
pleted,
has
almost
completed,
Uncle Sam is furnishing rangCallaway and Doran officiating, fl i s thence in the foothills It spruce. The wires holding the are removed in the spring. A
ers, as rapidly as funds will per- lias made it necessary for the
and interment was made in the was a simple matter for the fol- planes are the best imported strip of the wood sufficiently
mit, with neat little houses Supervisor of the Tonto National K.
of P. plot at the cemetery lowers to keep the right trail as piano wire. The upper covering large to extend around the tree
winch Arc generally located in an Forest to secure a launch.
The Moral offerings were far as the hills and Mien this as of the planes is finest unbleach- is used. It is tied on with son
here.
office at Rooseveli,
advantageous place on the disbeautiful
and very abundant. lost. Although thorough searches ed muslin ; the lower, which sus- kind of cord, care being taken to
trict of the Forest which they Arizona, is situated on the south Mrs.
Hunt has the sympathy of were made, those on i lie track tains most of the strain, is of
tie it firmly so it will stay. There
sideof the lake formed by ihe
patrol, and barns,
army duck.
all in her deep beravement, a made no headway in finding
These are many more methods of Dro- dam,
with
the
other
Government
pasture fences and corrals are
coverings are substantially sewed tecting the trees than the above,
loss which all of us at some time their man so they eventually
built. For the must part the buildings of the Reclamation
to abandon the search as dark on a departure much
suffer.
must
different but only the two used at the
houses consist either of three or Service. The greater part of the
ness was coming
e
from
a
station by the horticultural de
machine."
Forest
lies
north of the canyon
four rooms aud are furmsued
yesterday
morning
Gloudcroft Notes.
partment will be described in the
and
is
necessary
it
to
cross
the
with stoves, tables, and chairs.
Sylvia Moser is a new pupil in Sheriff Denney was awakened by
bulletin. These are as follows:
In quite a number of cases type- lake in order to reach it
WHAT IS lift TO YOU?
one of liis neighbors wiio said
.
Lime wash with arsenate of
When completed the dam- wilHchol th" we!kwriters are also being furnisned
was someone under their To the preacher life's a sermon,
there
lead.
Paint the trunks of the
twenty-fouform
a
lake
Our
r
miles in
examination
the raugers because of the inhouse, they having heard the To the joker life's a jest;
with
trees
lime wash made rathlength,
with
one
arm
held
Nov.
formed
5.
4 and
creased amouutof correspondence
man cough. He at once thought To the miser life is money,
to
er
thick
which has been added
River and another by Tonto
which Uiey have With their SuMrs. Hattie Martin called at the of Smith aud hastened to the To the loafer life is rest;
about
pound of arsenate
pervisors and the public. Every Creek. The launch enables For- school last Tuesday.
place. As he was neariug there To the lawyer life's a trial,
of lead to each pailful of wash.
thing possible is done to mute est officers to reach objective
Mrs. Knight, from near May hill, his man crawled out from under To the poet life's a song;
The lime wash is made in the
the rangers comfortable, for it points much more readily than
in town shopping one day last the house and started on the run. To the doctor life's a patient usual
was
manner by mixing lime and
has been fouud that a man who is possible by horse or wagon
Not having seen Mr. Denney, That needs treatment right along
water. After adding the arsencontinually lives in the ooen over the rough slopes of the can- week.
the latter gentelmau was soon To the soldier life's a battle,
ate of lead the whole mixture
Dr. and Mrs. T. A. Hazby have
nitist have a comfortable house ons. A large scow towed by the
able to nearly reach Smith when To the teacher life's a school ;
should be thoroughly stirred to
in order to accomplish good work launch is used for transporting gone to Iowa to visit the latter's
he called a halt which was readi- Life's a good thing to the grafter,
mix the poison with the wash.
Formerly parents.
In a uuinoer of cases very attrac- horses and supplies.
ly responded to. Smith is now Its a failure to the fool.
wash is put on with an ordiThis
tive log houses have been build the roads and trails followed the
Mr. Mendelson
came np from safe in jail once more and repairs To the man upon the engine,
nary
canons,
paint brash and the trunk,
but
new
the
lake has Highrolls one day last week and
aud many of the rangers show
have been made ou the jail so as Life's a 'ong and heavy grade :
of
tree should be covered as
now
off
cut
the
routes
these
of
travel.
in
considerable ingenuity
making
called at the school house.
to make the place manproof . It It's gam ble to the gam bier ;
high as the rabbits can reach. It
When one realizes the large
these houses very attractive both
was from this same call the
To the merchant life is trade.
should he renewed if there is any
area of National Forest lands Messrs. J. N. Hefker, H. Lucas,
on the exterior and interior
escaped
year
ago.
a
Life's a picture to the artist.
N.
H.
Lassiter
and
Lucas have
J.
indication of injury to the trees
comprised
within
District
8.
To effect an elhicient admini
To the rascal Ufa's a fraud ;
returned from a hunting trip.
FOR Y0UN6 WOMEN.
by rabbits. One-haabout30,000,000
pound of
acres,
and
can
stration of the Forest it baa been
Life uerhaps is but a borden.
green
may
Puis
Messrs.
be
Elmore,
realize
also
P.
The
Kel
many
Chas.
of
substituted
that
Sunday
next
the
J.
at
service
found that quick communication
To the man
carries the hod. for the arsenate of lead.
at the Presbyterian Life is lovelywho
is an absolute necessity. Thia is Forests are in a virgin state, it logg, C. F. Barrett and sons Carl 7:0QP.M.
to
the
lover,
Wrapping trees with paper.
especially true in regard to the is possible to appreciate the need and Clair have gone to the Pecos Ohunh will be of special i..t rest To the actor life's a play ;
The
trunks of the trees are
tp
or
country
game.
young
for
permanent
women.
tríese
The
subject
improve
tire question. If a ranger can
Life may be a load of trouble,
wrapped
with paper, the paper
which
will
be
ment
planned
are
"The
to
make
The
Beautiful."
I,
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Bailey attend
immediately telephone for help
To the man upon the dray.
being tied on with cord to hold
when he discovers a fire rather all parts of the Forests accessible. ed tba fair at El Paso.
They re service last Sunday evening for Life is but a long vacation
in place. Old newspapers may
port fine exhibits, and an enjoyable yonng men was well attended To the man who loves his work ; it
than ride ail day to procure thia
be need for the above purpose,
1 Thirst" will be the subject
ANNOUNCEMENT.
timé.
help it sorely means that the ei
Life's an everlasting effort
the care necessary being, to see
next Sunday morning. The public
pense involved in constructing To My Fmkkds and Patrons :
To shun duty, to the shirk.
Misses Willie Morgan, Elizabeth
that
the paper entirely covers the
generally
is invited to all these To
telephone tines is absolutely nethe earnest christian worker trunk of the tree high enough
Having reached a point where Hefker, and little Gladys McClnre services.
to
cessary- The telephone lines conLife's a story ever new;
our Dry Goods business demands spent last Sunday at A. G. Mor
prevent the rabbits reaching the
Sufubmk Court Or Mkw Mexico, Life is what we try to make it
structed by the Service are also our entire time, and needing gan's ranch in James Canon.
exposed portion above the paper
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
great help to ranchers, as can more space, we have sold our
Brother, What is life to you?
The two last remedies mention
The fifth, seventh and eighth
be easily appreciated when one
Nor; 5th, 1909. x.
grocery stock to L. R. Hughes, grades met last week and adopted
ed and described were used durThe applications for admission
realizes that there are many and with it the good will .of the
ing the past winter and spring at
crimson and cream as our school
to the Bar of this Court must be TO SAVE CONFUSION WHEN
ranches located considerable dis- business.
M0VIN6.
station and they gave entire
the
colors.
filed in this office not later than
tances from settlements. The
Believing Mr. Hughes will be
satisfaction.
The latter method
you
planning
are
If
to
move,
Wc are indebted to Mr. A. G. Par December 1st, and the examina
Forest Service is gradually workable to serve you in the
of wrapping the trunks of the
better
prevent
confusion
placing
furin
Iter for the presence in our school
be held January 5th
ing toward effecting a complete
grocery line we would appreciate
niture in the new house in the trees with paper is the cheaper
Be 1909. (Signed) JoskD. Sum.
clock.
of
room
an
tem
of
telephone
on
the
lines
9
personally the same liberal patfollowing
manner: In leisure of the two and if the proper care
National Forests. Where Foresta ronage for him you have given us. sides keeping correct time, the exact
Clerk.
moments
prepare
a large card for is exercised in patting on the
time at any point on the earth's
are close by, telephone lines, on
Mrs. Saltzgabers turn to enter each room, to be tacked to
Thanking you for the same and
the paper, no other protection will be
We extend our
surface is shown.
ach Forest are connected and
tain the Wednesday Bridge Club outside of the
soliciting a continuance of your
removed in the latter part of
e
on
mov
Mr.
Parker.
sincere thanks to
thus Supervisors are enabled to
came this week. Those present
patronage in our line,
spring
after danger from rabbits
Assign a number and
readily accomplish any business
Report of our school for the were delighted with the careful mark a card for each bedroom. gnawing the tree is past.
We are respectfully,
hich may affect both Forests.
E. H. Oox & Go. month ending Nov. 5, 1909: number preparation which the hostess Letter the other cards with tn
The planter should not fail to
4 a general rule the lines are
stock enrolled 44. Average daily atten had made and after the usual names of the other rooms. Then pay particular attention to this
above
added
the
Having
built from one Banger Station to
cent, of attendance program, Mrs. Ungles was award"
prepare number of smaller tags, matter of protecting his trees
to our already large stock. We dance 40. Per
nether. Eventually it is hoped now have the largest and most 96. Those neither absent nor tar- ed first prizo a handsome silk attaching a string to each (or
use during winter. A little care extehave each ranger located on complete stock of groceries, in dyWillie Morgan, Mamie Smith, bag,' Mrs. Roe second prise which baggage-tagsMark enough to pended along this line will save
Edgar Smith, Eva Carter, Lester was a beautiful Jape n ese plate. put on all furniture, trunks or bis trees from injury, and will
ijoi in utrect communica Otero County.
tion wifltft
Daisy Kearney, Emmie As the rales of the club require boxes with the
Elmore,
Supervisor.
name of the room more than pay the expense. The
We want your business and
Ned
Carter, Vehna Elmore, that any member receiving two into which each is to
Schertz,
be put. Show time to begin this protection is
Jhe stockmen residing within have every facility for handling
McClnre, Eddie Schertz, San prizes successively furnish an your
tile bonndnrina rtf National lTrr
movers the arrangement, just at soon as the leaves fall and
it. We offer you honest goods Bennie
tos Espinosa, Howard Goes, Lillie award at the next meeting, Mrs. and there will be little or no error before any damage is done.
e receiving considerable at honest prices.
Clack,
Frank Staler, Reagan Car- Warren was presented with a in placing, while no valuable
Wpfcnm the Service through
J. E. Mundell.
What you want when you want
Clack, Emit Gasman, beautiful hand 'embroidered cen
Ernest
ter,
development
time and strength will be lost in OLD PAPERS For
of watering it and a square deal for all.
ui.
Virgil Rogers and Andrew Hendrix. terpiece furnished by Mrs.
directing. Woman's
Respectfully,
in District 8 during the
Home Five cents a bundle. Alamo-gordThe Committee.
Hughes.
Companion.
R.
L.
News.
r
watering
GOVERNMENT
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d
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ld
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one-ha-
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tion-wil-
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ing-da-
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t
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Textile
Workers

Millinery Modes

MODEST MORGAN, JR.

Hard to

Organize Women
Into Unions

Finance's Crown Prince Keeps

Accident Reveals Secret.
Through mistaking another
for borax, while working at his
trade as a Jeweler. David Latnoa of
Denver has suddenly found himself
In possession of the
method of hardening copper.

Out of Limelight

err
By JOHN GOLDEN
Business and Family Absorb Interest
of J. Pierpont's Son, on Whoso
Shoulders Father's Responsibilities Are Being Placed.

Labor Leader

much-soug-

HATH FOUND from long and varied experience that women
arc as rote natd to argvuae. in trie nm piace,
New York. J. Plerpont Morgan,
I they don't Mem to think it is mieuuy for them to do any Jr., who came into national promil
thing to UBprori liuir working c om it ions, and when you nence recently by being elected a director of the National City bank, the
begin to talk seriously to them in regard to these matters they greatest financial Institution in America, is known to his inmimates as
either fail to grasp the seriousness of the situation, or otherwise imagine that the work of uplifting the eondition of the "Jack" Morgan, and does not fancy
the limelight. In many respects this
toilers, both as regards men, and women, is solely the work of crown prince of finance
is, as James
11
the former. 1 do Dot mean to say that this applies to
J. Hill recently said of him, "a chip oft
women workers, hut it certainly does apply to a vast majority the old block." In appearance he Is
the image of his father 20 years ago.
of then, hence the present luck of organization among women
"I have never been interviewed
behalf.
in
work
done
their
of
the persistent
in spite
about myself, and I do not ever intend
There are over to be." Mr. Morgan said the other
As an illustration, let us take the textile industry.
upon
600,000 textile workers employed in this industry, covered by cotton, day. The emphasis he placed

II

wage-cune-

To Avoid Death form Fright
Death from (right in the first stages
of ether and chloroform, before consciousness la lost. Is best avoided by
letting the pstient hold and inhale U
stuff himself.

ht

alt-e- r

The Valuable Whale.
Whalebone used to cost 35 centa a
pound 60 years ago. out now it u
singi
worth about 5 a pound
whale may yield 3,000 pounds.

n

.

I

Cleopatra's Needle.
Cleopatra's needle, the famous obe
lisk on the Thames embankment.
London, Is one solid piece of stone, ft
feet high and 186 tons in weight.
Electric Lighting Industry.
The electric lighting Industry is
represented In the United States by
5,264 companies and municipal plants.

wage-earner- s,

his words bore a close resemblance to
No Rest for the Boss
from gown or coat. There Is nothBOTTOM LEY.
By JULIA
a prominent characteristic of another
of
ing smarter than its trimming
What, haven't you had your vaca
now there Is nothing more
Morgan.
stand
will
to the shopper than the quills, and nothing that
tion yet?"
For five years young Morgan has JUST
: j
Tliflw
nni- wear so well. The turban is Just as
No, I'm the boss here.
wiuuuwa.
milliners
group
been in training for the industrial
a
with
finished
pretty
when
millinery,
orbranch of his father's great enter- abloom with their autumn
an
and
side,
left
of
wings
the
at
more
Women Invent Safty Razors.
prises under the tutelage of no less and their offerings seem muchwoman nament placed to hold the drapery
average
a recent exhiblton of women
At
an authority than James J. Hill. The to the taste of the
at the right.
in London there were exhibited
work
young man, who is a director in the than were the early showings of the
covered
model
a
2
Fig.
shows
new hats
safty razors invented by woaiea.
five
Northern Pacific Railway Company, season just passed. These
and
white
with
piped
with blue kid
has studied railway finance with the will not be the sport of the caricaturwere. trimmed with a pair of large white
Magic Lanterns.
same system that he went about the ist, as many modes for spring
they are wings. The bow at the front is made
study of banking upon his graduation They are not startling, and
Maple lantern were Invented In the
hat is
entire
the
so
that
of
leather
the
fashion
Dame
elegant and attractive.
from Harvard University in 1899.
of this material. The same model s seventeenth century.
adopted a new fad
Young Morgan was born in 1867 in seems to have
very pretty with the hat of moire or
is
stayles,
it
fall
new
by
Judging
the
New York city. Since his graduation
Germany Feeds Herself.
corded silk, and the trimming of velchoosing
in
to be sensible
from Harvard he has kept up a per- fashionable
vet or kid. It has already proved
Grman soil feeds nln tenths of her
duris a drift toward
at
There
hat.
sonal interest in the institution ami ability in all millinery and especially Donular made of black moire, faced people.
yd
he is now one of the overseers of the in
with white and having a band of white
street.
for
the
hats
university. He began his business cawith a
Science Ignores the Poles.
Hats of silk, cloth or leather pre- kid about the crown finished
reer in Boston, where for two years dominate
Men of science care less fur the
trimmings are of quills, flat bow of the same at the left side.
and
he worked as clerk in the banking wings,
fancy feathers com- This model Is very elegant with broad finding of the actual poles of tho
He
house of Peabody & Company.
velvet or maline. black velvet ribbon used for the front earth's axis than for the exploration
ribbon,
with
bined
children and would
then came to New York, and after a This last looks fragile, but since the bow, mounted with wings in white or of
the lands and seas surrounding
after the old rule. short time spent in his father's office process of
see them ta
,
it has been black (or both.)
them.
partnership
in
a
of
to
was
admitted
he
center
hold
the
hats
it is simpK
"healthy,
althv and
discovered, it holds its own with other
the firm of J. Pierpont Morgan & Comthe stage, and those of moire and
White Strawberry.
appalling to note how carelessly parents pany. He worked for six or seven millinery fabrics.
Three pretty new models illustrate corded silk most popular. One of
production
of a white straw
The
are
allow them to be on the streets at all hours
They
3.
the season's modes. The round hat them is shown in Fig.
alt
the year around,
bears
berry
which
of the night, Returning from the theatei
trimmed with quills is a draped tur- to be found in all sorts of colors and instead of at certain seasons only. Is
and
black
but
combinations,
color
buckover
a
of
doth
made
beaver
ban
1
noted no fewer than 40 little girls
latelv
claimed by Hugo H. Lilliemhal, a Beram frame. This hat is also seen white in this hat has outdistanced all rkeley horticulturist
and hoys, without the protection of oldei
The
popularity.
for
race
in
the
others
of
felt,
broadcloth,
silk
and
of
made
persons, on a certain boulevard.
chamois skin combined with velvet. model shown is of white moire faced
Home for Aged Women.
Some of the best models shown for with black. Its trimming is a triple
None of these was over 14 years old
will of Mrs. Mary E. Jones
By
the
the
about
maline
of
ruche
As
fall so far are made of chamois.
has been
and some of the girls were very nicely
it may be successfully cleaned, it will crown and upper brim, and a crushed of Knoxville, 111.. $250,000
Br B. BLANCHE BRUCE
dressed in dainty garments with huge bows
appeal to those who require a durable tie of velvet finished with a knot at left to that city for the erection and
the side. Such a model is the best of maintenance of a home for aged
hat and want a pretty one.
of bright ribbon on their heads, betokening
as women.
Is a happy choice If one between season's millinery, and
model
This
parents in at least comfortable circumwear as can
happens to own a piece of good broad- near to
Students Find Lead Mine.
stances. Host of the children seemed to be under 10 years of age. k
cloth, or other heavy fabric, left over be found.
A vein of lead and zinc ore has been
few of the little ones were apparently newsboys, dirty urchins who ought
discovered on the grounds of the
to be cared for by the probation officers if they have no parents capable
GATHERED FRILLS OF LACE
STYLISH FALL BLOUSE.
school of Minea at Plattevllle. Wis.,
of looking after them.
and will be opened up by the students.
Useful In Arranging the Fullness on
1 have long believed that a curfew law such as the good priest, "back
Corset Covers Used with
Teach Children to Swim.
of the vards" has established to keep children indoors after dark would
Thin Waists.
year moro than 32.000 children
Last
feel very strongly on this point,
save many from becoming criminals.
were taught to awim at the London
A girl who is a little inclined to be
street.
the
in
small
children
find
late
to
for no hour of the night seems too
thin will often find it hard to make public schools.
I wake in the night and hear them.
the fullness in the front of her sum
Municipal Bread Bakery.
mer waists sit just as she would like
J. Pierpont Morgan Jr.
This is a vital matter if we would do effective work in preventing
population in Russia Is
The
to
it.
cannot
have
waists
These
thin
be
agitated
should
subject
The
voung people from becoming criminals.
the rate of 2,500,000 a year.
at
of course, be kept in the proper lines
years, and so diligently did he keep
until a remedy is found. Little girls and boys walk through the downall the time, as thicker ones with
his nose to the grindstone that little
Portugese Proverb.
bones can, and they need adjusting
town streets and hang around the entrances of theaters, begging undei or nothing was heard of him by the
when they are put on. A great help
outside world.
He that would have the fruit mint
thi' pretense of selling gum or papers.
In arranging the fullness is to have
Young Morgan next went to Lon
climb the tree.
Jf the men will lo nothing to prevent this. I hope that the women
little gathered frills of lace or em
don, where he was given a memberwill take it up. Save the children and prevent crime.
to
be
on
broidery
covers
corset
the
ship in the firm established by his
Foundation of Chop Suey.
used with thin waists.
grandfather, as Morgan & Company.
pork is one of the delicacies
Chinese
These frills are also most useful
ages; has been brousht up for
In the matter of a short cut to sensible He remained there for five years, alof
the
gowns.
Many
of the
with all lingerie
ternating between London and Paris
than turkey.
woman suffrage it seems to have fallen to in the latter city in the affairs of the
most beautiful of these gowns have centuries to taste better
fronts that are largely made of very
the good fortune of a St. Louis Catholic house of Morgan, Harris & Company.
Peculiarity About Money.
thin lace insertions, and they need
In 1904 he Was permitted by his father
prie.--t to invent the most thoroughly prae
The strange thing about money
something to hold them out. Besides
to return to New York city and pretical method of bringing it about, so simple pare for the responsibilities
the effect of these little rufP'jii is much what it looks as if it could do for you
which
better through the transparent lace until you have It.
and effective that our only wonder is whv would bo his when his father shall
and lawn than when the buttons of a
decide he is capable of bearing the
it was not discovered long ago.
corset cover can be seen.
Camphor Trees In Florida.
burden. Mr. Morgan, Sr., has planned
Woman suffrage, based on wifehood to retire from the activities of busiThe frills should not be sewed to
More than 3.000 camphor trees b
and motherhood, is reasonable and full of ness life just as rapidly as he can
Predicitions of plain skirts and plaid the corset cover, but to a separate been set out in Florida.
arthe principles of right arid justice toward unload the responsibility upon a waists seem to be coming true, If one piece of muslin, which must be
younger and sturdier pair of Morgan can put faith in the advance fall dis ranged to fasten on the corset cover
Railroads Using Telephone.
that portion of our population without shoulders. Young Morgan is a family plays. One importer
includes among with tiny buttons, or can be fastened
By SAMUEL PARKER
During the year 1908 the telephoM
very
small
safety
pins
with
the
under
whose aid there would be soon a condition
man.
his samples a frock with plain gray
was adopted on 2,357 miles of railrosa.
With his wife, formerly Miss Jane cashmere skirt and blouse of coral the upper ruffle. A piece of muslin or
under which nobody could vote, there be
large
enough
be
used
to
must
Norton Grew, and their four children, pink surah checked with fine lines of lawn
ing nobody to vote.
he lives in modest style at 231 Mad- black. Chemise and stock are Ahite cover the front of the corset cover
DIRECTORY
is
put into the hands ison avenue, occupying a house ad- Valenciennes insertion and fagoting, from near the top to below the bust OKLAHOMA
Working under this plan a powerful weapon
On this are sewed two or three
line.
cuffs
flat
collar
and
turned
and
the
they
place
can
at
of
themselves
whereby
joining
father.
his
women
that
nf American marriageable
ruffles the number depends on the
His chief recreation is sailing a boat are of the gray material and fagoting. height of the wearer and the
Instead
once and in advance an beneficiaries of the new dispensation.
width
Nice light bread ad flaky biscuits
week-endLong Island Sound. His A large bow of soft black satlr. ribbon
on
of the lace used made of a lace
can be made from
.if referring the suppliant at her feet (asking for her hand and life partjoining
of
co'.iar,
placed
with
at
is
the Ibis, is one of the swiftstrong enough to stand considerable
nership) in a too hasty manner to "papa," let the future wife and mothei
est craft of the New York Yacht club ends protruding frcm beneath pointed washing, or of embroidery.
FLOOR
fleet and is all the young man has to piece below bust line.
assert her citizenship and womanhood in demanding of the would-b- e
and you
brand
insist on this
offer in the way of ostentatious disSkirt.
Peasant Modes.
bridegroom a guaranty that he and she shall be partners at the ballot boi play on the water.
are tare to have the best
There is a line in gowns that threat'T
The peasant skirt is a case in point,
BEI.I
No one could possibly have a
.(pial before the law in every particular.
His father's love for literature and with its deep kilt and its broad sash ens to keep its popularity. This is
.
Corporation
a)
or
KoUrr
so
affairs
than
in
inherited,
the'
son
public
mother of the art the
but
far draped round the hips and tied at the the one that brings the skirt material
has
nore direct or vital interest
ord
ni '"- I:, v
Him hash
Oaick fti
so absorbed in fitting back in a loose bow.
been
has
he
Satan
up
sharp
point
a
to
at
in
the
Is
bust
there
Then
Coal
citizen.
or
Sflr
future
Oar. SUm Bl
i;
himself for the responsibilities the the chemise paysanne of the Swiss front and between the shoulder blades
W
I
httotWH
t
"21 ....
ata
Woman suffrage should take on a new impetus from the powerful
tfl,P "...
father is about to unload upon him type, expressed in snowy muslin slight- at back.
K. Rabb.r
hartia.
,oikt'iir"k."
W.
Ill
In
Ora
agencv imparted by this unanswerable plea for wifehood and motherhood.
that he has had no chance to gratify ly gauged into a narrow band of emNot even the woman who is having
INS. CO.
there tastes and longings.
broidery so that the throat is left en- her best frock fashioned in this manOÍ OaUlw
NATIONAL
WESTERN
paysanne
ner
l';W. va
that
tirely
The
chemise
admits
the
upreaching
bare.
point
Amish farmers use the most practical
Oriental Mogul Deposed.
has balloon sleeves cut oh' at the el- Is a pretty one. The human figure Tiro. UrhtnlBV ud Tatu. Tom 3aMtfto
that I have ever run across.
!,,...,.. ...... ...Ul wfc.ro mat rpr ("the deposed shah's bows and finished like the gulmpe seems to demand points and curves
When one of their number is sick his farm
and reputed to be the richest witb a band of lace or of embroidery. that go downward, but in the turnabof the universe of clothes in
Such guimpes as these are extreme- out-face
SHORTHAND:?
work goes on just as though he were about, Persian in the world, set out from VI
SCHOOL OF
ly useful for the frocks of girls and the twentieth century one is thankful
enna on the news of the establish
Tnawrltfn. Ormmmr
the neighbors contributing the necessary ment of the new regime at Teheran
IV
L
DaVIS.
Writ
finCM).
to escape with merely a perverted rarxtm
children, and of great beauty as a
Ha r
point.
work with no thought of payment.
intending to return to his estates. A ish to cloth and serge frocks.
SCHOOL SUE
intimation,
however,
Thus if he is ailing all summer his peremptory
Separate Skirts.
Change In Coiffure.
TABLETS, SCHOOL
reached him at Odessa from the gov
crops are planted and harvested and the erning committee in the Persian cap
ADOPTED SCHOOI. RITOl
ST.
Separate skirts of soft cloth are very
The entire change in the coiffure,
CO.
grain turned into his bins.
ital that he is not to enter Persian wide, in fact they could scarcely be the low head dress, with the absence OKLAHOMA BOOK
comfort,
actual
for
pads
of
or
and
wider
any
rats
of
much
Th. If "
any
kind
in
34
although
of
sons
territory,
his
the
The Amish have their own ideas of
r2T
aro free tc return. There is much they are plaited. The sheer ones are front of the hair, has completely al- ETI FPTDII
adornment,
hirsute
and
to which
dress
speculation as to how he will take over taffeta foundations; those for tered the look of the fall hat. The
ELECTRIC MPPUEJ
By P. EVAN JONES
ideas they adhere, but these are in no way this ban pronounced against him, as street wear are not stitched on the heads of all the hats are enormous, reV
pressed
are
shape.
they
into
but
slip
would
plaits,
and
down
over
many
the
Las
In
truculent
adherents
face
he
objectionable, simplicity being the control
Persia. H3 way of treating his pri This is more stylish than practical, for if they were not
with
ling thought,
soon
shape,
lose
plaits
but
pressed
or
lids,
permit
naios,
which
them to BOOKKEEPING
"
vate enemies is well known through
U.. air
1 have lived near several communities of Amish and have found that
out the country. He had them stripped that is the style at any rate. Skirts rest on the crown of the head. The
SON
SÍ'lXSSSSSirniiHltTa
hold
serge
smart
are
and
their
of
turban
large
made
and
cavalier shapes are
and basted with hcuey, then tied to
KM
M Bala BUmm.
they were always held in high regard by their neighbors.
trees In his sunny gardens until they shapes well. They show some good most prominent among the coming
Their religion is simple, but it has no outlandish features and they were stuns to death, lie is a sworn patterns with panels at the front and lasmons, and velvet, plush and fur,
IEEIE IMPIEMEIIJ
back, though many new models are with the inevitable and magnificent
enemy of the constitutionalists- anthoroughly belicm in it.
VEHICLES
around.
VCLIE
all
ud
kilted
aigrette, are especially in evident
surely
all the new personnel at Teheran.
CU'
0U0HI IEEIE n0 CO, OKLAHOMA

of these are women and girls.
silk, ilax and jute. Over one-haYet there are not 10,000 of them that belong to any trade union. The
textile unions of this country have spent thousands and thousands of dollars in an effort to build nn itrona organization! ofwomen workers. They
have got for them shorter hours of labor, improved their working conditions, and many times secured them higher wages, yet in spite of all this
the work of organizing women workers in the textile trades is both slow
and difficult
When you endeavor to show the younger women and girls the necessity of joining their union, you meet with the reply, "0. well, I don't
either intend to aet married, oi
expect to stay at this work very Ion:
to go into some other occupation
Women in almost al! industru are the underbidden in the laboi
market, not willingly by any mi
lave
but simply because conditions
made them so.
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HE MIGHTY

activities Md marvelous nrom
the
world has seen in the paat 100 years are strikingly
illustrated In the centennial celebration of the Incorporation of St. Louis.
Picturesque pageants with
everything In the way of the spectacular which la
most likely to stir the imagination of the spectator
Into appreciating the work of the paat through contrasts with the present feature the week's program.
I ne greater part of the history of earlv St. Louis
Is really more fit for the unwritten
American epic
poem than it Is for mere prose. Its work as a frontier
town in the first half of the nineteenth century made
it the
city of the United States In the
second half. Its pioneer trade routes are now the great routes of steam
transportation between the Rio Grande and the Canadian border and between the Mississippi and the Pacific. It established the first water routes
from the headwaters of the Ohio to the mouth of the Missouri and of the
Illinois, opening the first water connection for steam transportation between
the Ohio and the upper Mississippi and Missouri, developing the Ohio river
states on both sides of that stream.
Every state now on the map west of the Mississippi was penetrated by
its business pioneers, establishing the first centers of trade. The whole weat
Is Interested with St. Louis in celebrating this great event, because in
founding the first great city of the
west the pioneers
$8B5gB
sBsMsHsBsMsssflsttÉUL.
made the western beginnings now explained in
scores of other western cities and In actual thousands of other incorporated towns, which, if they
are not already great, are not unduly modest in
WIGHT AEROPLAií CARRYINQ lQJWUJ-- .
their expectations of becoming so. The Invitation to a thousand mayors of American cities
to participate In the festivities shows that St.
France. Laclede landed at the foot of what Is
& u ftssM
I laSmi'ffllsSHnP
Louis fully appreciates its position as the pioneer
sH
now Market street, organized the village and
city of the great west.
resided there for 14 years. He named the new
As there were less than 200 houses, including
St. Louis in honor of Louis XV., the reigning
site
outhouses and barns, in the St. Louis which incorof France.
sovereign
The territory was transporated in 1809, it could not have had much over
by France to Spain by secret treaty in
ferred
900 people. The town was already the chief seat
1762, but it was not announced in the new village
of the western fur trade, with its trading stations
until October, 1764. In 1803 Spain retroceded the
pushed to the headwaters of the Arkansas and far
sovereignty to France and on April 30, 1803,
towards the sources of the Missouri and the YeFrance sold all the territory west of the Missisllowstone.
Doing business wholly by barter, with
sippi river, known as the Louisiana purchase, to
almost no money In hand, in sight or in circulathe United States for $15,000,000, Napoleon retion, with resources represented almost wholly by
marking: "This accession of territory strengthens
inBgy&HfifflBMH
the spirit of its 900 people; with the ax and rifle
IRraBBi $m A fall A
forever the power of the United States."
and blacksmith's sledge as Its Implements, with
With less than a thousand inhabitants when
e
cart, the keelboat and canoe as its
the
the whole country had not quite seven and a
transportation facilities, the little town, when it
quarter million In 1S09, St. Louis emerged from
incorporated, already looked on its work as that
the era of the keelboat and pirogue to pioneer the
of opening up the United States of the future to
steamboat on western rivers. Loading its first
the Hocky mountains and beyond them to the Pacific.
In 1809 it had lost Meriweather Lewis, but

y

one-hors-

"Yes, Freddy, I'm a sick man!"
"Wot's der matter?"
"Why, I'm gettin' that restless an"
wakeful, dat I can't sleep, only at

night:"
Feeding Farm Hands.

What Is there left for a feller to do?
What is there left ? I am as kin' of you.
Ain't any buffaloes that he can kill

Sence they was finished by Buffalo Bill,
Ain't any fleets he can sail up an' fight
Sence Dewey showed us his courage an
might
I've looked around an' all over the
ground:
Nothin is left, sence th' pole has been
found.
I'd been a thlnkln' o goin' some day
Hittin' th' trail for th' plains far away;
Learnin' to lasso an' handle a gun
But bein cowboy now ain't any fun;
Thought some o' bein a bandmaster,
but
They got th" phonographs, open an shut!
All a boy s chancea is bygone an past
Sence th' north pole is discovered at last.

Can't

go kill Injuns there ain't none to
kill;
Most of 'em's work in in somebody's mill
Or else they're farmln'; they don't any
more
Take to th warpath an' holler for gore.
I've thought an thought till I'm puzzled
an blue;
There ain't no place I can run away to.
I might as well get a job haulin' coal
Sence Mister Cook has discovered th

Every farmer's wife knows what tremendous appetites farm hands usually
have; but while they eat well they
work well, too.
Here's a good suggestion about feeding farm hands.
Give them plenty
of Quaker Oats.
A big dish of
Quaker Oats porridge with sugar and
cream or milk Is the greatest breakfast in the world for a man who needs
vigor and strength for a long day's
work. The man that eats Quaker Oats
plentifully and often is the man who
does good work without excessive fatigue. There is a sustaining quality
In Quaker Oats not found in other
foods, and for economy it is at the
head of the list. To meet all needs,
Quaker Oats Is packed in regular sise
packages, large size family packages
and hermetically sealed tins (for hot
climate).
5
Poker Finance.
Mose Coonley (awinnerj Guess I'll
cash In, boys.
Abe Mokeby (also to the good)
Guess I'll do dc same.
Jefferson Yallerby Me too!
Bill Bingy (the banker, a big loser)
Well, I guess yo' each done got

guess
gen'lemen!
Ownln' to dis heah attempted an'
run on de bank, de instertoo-tioam now suspended an' won't resume oppyrations till de panicky feel-in- '
hab fully subsided an' de foolish
pole.
depositahs continues doin' business as
tohmahly.
And it's youah deal, Mose
used to suit me purty well.
But there ain't no one like big old Coonley!" Illustrated Sunday
n

Prize-flghtl- n

John L. ;
Brakln' a train was a job that looked
fair,
But nowadays they are brakfn with air;
Minstrel shws once had attraction for

Come Home, Mother.
Mother, dear mother, come home
from the club, and rustle some supBut there's no chance any more, I can per for me; 'tis time you were here
see.
Now my last hope has been busted to working over the grub and getting
crash
things ready for tea. The table's not
Sence th' north pole has been found in a set nor the teakettle boiled, the vegedash.
tables are not prepared; no wonder
Huh! I have thought of th' sledges an my temper and feelings are rolled,
all,
though 'tis doubtful, indeed, if you
Climbln' th' Icebergs that loomed in a cared. Come home, come home, come
wall,
Yes, cut your symposium
Llvta' on pemmikin, walrus an' bear,
Katin' my boot heels at last In despair!
down a wee bit, dear mother, and
Then to come home with th bands play-ihustle right home! Los Angeles
gay
But there's no chance, an' I've looked all
around;
Guess Where She Is From.
Xothfn" is left, sence th' north pole Is
found.
The head of the house had been 111
for many months, and had lost his appetite entirely.
"I can't seem to fix anything that
he'll enjoy and he hardly eats anything," the mistress was saying to the
maid, who was a new arrival from the
old country.
"That's always the way," returned
the girl. "They're all the same, them
Strange Sights.
(Complied from the conversation of Mrs. invalids. All they want is nothing at
all, and then when you bring it to
Mlxett.)
"I saw two men trimming trees with them they don't eat it."
blue overalls on."
A Work of Supererogation.
"Mrs. Brown's little boy just ran
Henry dislikes being bathed and
past the house leading a dog without
argues with his mother over every
any shoes on and no hat either."
anat"Hattie Simpson is going to marry square inch of his
a man from Denver who runs a store omy.
One night, when his patience was
with side whiskers."
"My husband always shaves now especially tried by what he considwith his new safety razor in his blue ered wholly unnecessary work, he
bath robe, and he is going to have a exclaimed:
"Oh, mamma, couldn't you skip my
mustache like that Mr. Bobbson who
owns the automobile with the bald stomach? Nobody ever sees my stomach!" Judge's Library.
spot, you know."
"There was the quaintest old farm
There are $15,000,000 worth of buter where we were this summer. We tons
made in this country every year,
met him driving a cow down the lane yet lots of men use nails to connect
with rubber boots on and chewing totheir suspenders with their trousers.
bacco something dreadful."
"Mrs. Griggs is going down tomor
CHILDREN SHOWED IT
row toget some more cantaloups of
with the green Effect of Their Warm Drink In the
that marketman
Morning,
stripes all around."
me,
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In point of
fact in St. Louis it
Is only a matter of
the third generation
keelboat
between
In
and aeroplane.
1907
the first airship on record as
crossing the Mississippi river crossed
it at St Louis during the international contesta of that
year. It is something
to remember now as
part of the record to
which belongs the history of the first locomotive crossing the
Mississippi at St. Louis
in 1852 to complete
the work of the St. -argonauts
of
Louis
1849, crossing to the
Pacific in their "prairie schooners."
If we suppose aeroand airships
planes
circling in the air
above the St. Louis
keelboat landing of a
hundred years ago we
may imagine, if we
can, how they appear
to the men whose
grandfathers not only navigated the river In
keelboats. but lay flat behind the goods the boats
were loaded with while they were being shot at
by Indians along the banks.
It Is almost if not quite as hard now to imagine what the world meant before the age of
steam as it is to think out what will be its meaning In the age of the perfected airship and aeroplane. Every contrast possible in the St. Louis
centennial week of pageants is a challenge to
look backward and forward in the attempt to
find out what a hundred years already mean, as
the first success in the attempt to find what it Is
to mean shortly, for this generation and for the
grandchildren of this generation in 2009.
The makers of the centennial week program
were keenly alive to the opportunities for spectacular effect suggested by the most striking
events of the world's progress. The aeronautic
events such as balloon races, aeroplane and dirigible balloon contests, suggest the future possibilities of transportation in contrast with those
of 180!). For comparison with automobiles and
aeroplanes the bateau of Laclede's day, with its
stumpy mast, its cordelle and its sweeps, is an
educational feature of the water pageant, which
includes crafts of all the kinds which now ply the
waters of the Mississippi. The Veiled Prophet's
pageant, unique and picturesque, is another feature which is full of romantic interest. The educational parade, the parade representing 3,000 of
St. Louis' Industries, the procession of a thousand mayors and the other events which find a
place on the program all suggest that as a great
week for St. Louis Its centennial week is still
greater, as it belongs to a hundred years of
for the continental United States.
The city of St. Louis was founded by Pierre
Leclode Liguert in 1764. The territory west of
the Mississippi river was then in possession of
mind.

OLIVE STREET TVOA Y

it still had his companion explorer, William
Clark, to stand for the spirit of the American and
French "makers of destiny" who thought little
more of starting a thousand miles into the unknown west from St. Louis than the average St.
Lcmisan now thinks of starting for the Pacific
coast In a sleeping car.
From a village of 900 inhabitants to the fourth
city in the United States, with a population of
of a million, is a wonderful
achievement, but it sinks into insignificance when
compared with the giant strides of the past century in the world of science, commerce, the arts
and every field of endeavor which makes for a
higher and better civilization.
It Is a severe strain on the Imagination to attempt to bridge over the gap between the meaning of an airship crossing the Mississippi river
at St. Louis this year and what the ancient
of 1809 meant, as they landed at the foot
of Walnut street, where the town was founded in
1764 by the pioneers who had paddled and cordoned their bateaux painfully up the river from
New Orleans under Laclede as he advanced in
the bold attempt to control the fur trade of half
a continent with hi handful of men.
The keelboat then was no more out of date
than the airship is now. It was the best modern
boat in 1809 which could be equipped by the capital of St. Louis, of New Orleans or of Philadelphia. Because of It Philadelphia and St. Louis
commanded the east and west movement of business as that north aud south was commanded by
Wew Orleans and St. Louis, as soon as their first
eets of keelouatb were regularly organized. It
helped to make great history, even if It did have
to be pulled up stream by a rope dragged by men
on the bank.
This distance in point of change in the way
things are done is almost lmn&sabie for the
three-quarte-

keel-boa-

history-

-making

fffSSttllPPl
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steamboat In 1817, it had more than doubled Its
population of 1810 in 1820. From 4,000 in 1820,
two decades of steamboating gave it 16,469 in 1840.
About that time it began Its great transcontinental
work with the "prairie schooner," reinforcing the
steamboat in overland transit.
With the transcontinental overland movement, to Oregon as well
as California, growing, in 1850 it had 77,860 people
and was beginning its work as the first pioneer of
railroads to the Pacific. After bringing the first
locomotive west of the Mississippi in 1852, It more
than doubled its population in that decade, reaching 185,587 in 1860. With the foundations of the
states now west of the river, already laid along its
first trade routes in 1860, it advanced in the next
two decades to 350,552 people. Chicago was passing it in population then, without being able to
take from it Its historical place as the "first great
city of the west," the pioneer and founder of the
west of the present. Since 1880 it has doubled its
population once more, advancing from 350,000 to
over 700,000. At its present rate of increase, responsive to that of the Mississippi valley, St. Louis
is doubling business in a little over 10 year. Its
bank clearings increased from $292,000,000 in 1869
to $3,074,000,000 in 1908. Its tonnage of merchandise received and forwarded was 20,162,000 tons
for the first six months of this year. Its bank
resources reported June 23, 1909, at $385,881,000,
more than double the total of the tenth year back.
Such figures illustrate much more than local
progress. They are
before they
become local, m the sense that the people of the
whole area between the Allegheny and Rocky
mountains are now exerting new energies and utilizing new forces of growth, unforeseen even as
late as 10 years ago. As the percentages of this
growth are of course greatest west of the Mississippi river, St. Louis has almost "made Itself over"
In 15 years in growing up to the new growth of
the country. Since It began work for the world's
fair, celebrating the Louisiana purchase, it has
learned to look back on itself in the last decade of
the nineteenth century as "old St. Louis." In
looting back to the older St. Louis of 1809, It can
boast that as a frontier outpost it led the progress
of the continental United States. In looking forward, in its centennial year, It can see that the
greatest results of the history it has made are only
the beginnings of greater results, which belong to
the immediate future of the continental United
States, whose progress makes the frontier town of
1809 the midcontlnental city of 1909.
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Stupid Boy.
"Confound you!" said the grocer to
his new clerk. "By your stupidity you
have lost me a whole lot of money."
"What have I done, sir?" timidly
asks the employe.
"I told you to fill those boxes with
berries "
"Yes, sir."
"And you filled them"
"Yes, sir. I did as you "
"You filled the bottoms insteut of
the tops!"
What Bothers Her.
"But is it not embarrassing," we
ask of the naive damsel, "to. saj so
many unsophisticated
things?
Do
you not often realize Immediately that
you have made a terrible break?"
"Yes," she answers, frankly, "tots
of times, after I have studied
o a
particularly shocking Innocent expression I use It at entirely the wrong
time."

The Ideal Plan.
"Every husband," says the eloi;ient
speaker at the meeting of the ligue
GRAFT FOWL BONE ON JAW.
of wo'ian,
for the advancement
An unusual surgical operation was performed at "should give his wife an allowance."
"The better plan," interrupt
a
St. Joseph's hr 'pltal, in Omaha, recently. A porwoman, rising In the
tion of the jawbone of Lucre tía Norria was re- square-jawemoved and a piece of chicken bono Inserted la the middle of the hall, "would be for the
wife to give the husband the
place of a diseased section.
,
The lrl is six years old, and was born with a
malformed jaw. It was to remedy this that a
from, a freshly killed chicken was Inserted.

A year ago I was a wreck from
coffee drinking and was on the point
of giving up my position in the school

room because of nervousness.
"I was telling a friend about it and
he said, 'We drink nothing at meal
time but Postum, and it is such a
comfort to have something we can
enjoy drinking with the children.'
"I was astonished that she would
allow ibe children to drink any kind of
coffee, bat she said Postum was the
most healthful drink in the world for
children as well as for older ones, and
that the condition of both the children
and adults showed that to be a fact.
"My first trial was a failure.
The
cook boiled it four or five minutes and
It tasted so flat that I was In despair
but determined to gire it one more
trial. This time we followed the directions and boiled it fifteen minutes after the boiling began. It was a decided
success and I was completely won by
Its rich delicious flavour. In a short
tima I noticed a decided improvement
in my condition and kept growing better month after month, until now I am
perfectly healthy, and do my work
In the school room with ease and pleasure. I would not return to the
regular coffee for any
money."
Read the famous little "Health Classic," "The Road to Wellville," In pkgs.
"There's a Reason."
id the at
tatter? A saw
fna mm to nmm Thar
nerve-destroyi-
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$1.50 a Year
N

in

None but the initiated know
the accuracy required in a print
ing office. The average reader
who detects a mispelled word or
a letter upside down feels that
his mission on earth ia not accomplished until he has called
the attention of the over worked
editor to the glaring defect. He
does not notice the thousands and
tens of thousands letters that are
in place, or the multitude of
words correctly spelled, but his
eagle eye is glued on the one thai
is out of place. So it is with our
deeds. Man does a thousand
good deeds anil no attention is
paid to them, but if he makes one
mistake it is flashed all over the
world. A lifetime may be spent
a reputation that
in building-umay be wrecked in one moment.
The world is a harsh critic, ex
acting to a fault.

art.

H. LA SALLE. Publisher

t

Advance.

Entrrrd at the uostoffice iu Alamoaordo.
MMkM for transmission tarouau tbf
- 4i sccnad dun raattar.

ai.i

Selling out

1

ouer my entire

stock ot Blioes lticiuUiug harness
saudles aud shoes uuul closed
out at least 20 per ceut below
regular price.
Men's slioes reg. 5.00 now 4.00.
Men's shoes reg. 4.00 now 3.00.
Men's simes reg. 3 50 now 2.75.
Men's shoes reg. 3.00 now 2.26.
Men's shoes reg. 2.50. now 2.00.
Men's shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.60.
Men's shoes reg. 1.75)uow 1.40.
Lathes shoes reg. 4.00 now 3.00.
Ladies shoes reg. 3.50 now 2 50.
LaUies shoes reg. 3.00 now 2.00.
Ladies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1.75.
School shoes reg. 2.25 now 1.50.
Brice Public School News.
School Siloes reg. 2.00 now 1.40.
Mable Culver, Nita Dawson and
School shoes rej. 1.50 now 1.15. Otis Campbell visited the El Paso
J. N. BuShey, The Shoe Man. lair and report a good time.
Alan-.igor. New Mexico.
A set of eight maps in an oak
case, a globe, clock and a thermomTHE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.
eter were received the past week.
I (Incorporated)
MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
Thanks to the board of education.
Goods,
Dry
Shoes,
r,n
to
R.a.lr
..lilies'

KATES.
Hp(iii!ilii) August 1, the following
ailv-rmlrates "III becotrw eñtic
live In Thn Alaiuogordo News Abso
luieh no eunceüílniis to uyone
nal Carda occupying 1
or leu space, tl a month.
Itala Display advertising. 15 cents
per single column Inch each Inser
Display Ads tontalnlng only a
Uoa
reasonable amount of price list matter 30 cents per single column Inch
etch I'M" Display Ada containing
large amount of tlgurea and price
list nutter. 25 cents per single column
inch each issue.
Local, or reading notices, One
Jio ebarge
, .
.. nurd each isnn
muí.' bv the line. If locals are
wanted in black face type, double
Figures
price will ba charged.
count same as words.
Mínimum charge on local readers.
25 cents Minimum charge on dls
play advertising. SI 00.
Cards nt thanks, resolutions of respect, obituaries and notices of
churches and societies where an ad
inissiun lee Is charged to the affair
advertised, one t a word.
These prices are the same as are
churned hv all other county seat pa
ADVERTISING

Proil

Churcb Notices

AS OTHERS SEE US.

SHAKE INTO YO JR SHOES
R
, a p.. -- dar
Al'aa's
-s
at aa tarriaa
fai.
tha mar sat of
nails, aid laat"" i
C
rus aad
r t.ia rr aiaat coaifort
tEaas makes
aiaiiitaf i of t ara.
ItUacartaia
lira "f uaw h. faal eav
w nee, nrra.
a for
Sold y all urna
iw iifl
I
isv. ib stamp.
ndSh.-sioraa.
T'li packar r K EE.
OM'am'aaraaMaa.
- ,,
aa A
ataa', .f Hut. , T.

CITY MEAT

MARKET

CO.

CO..

Prop.

H. E. HKl' HAKKK

west,

CHAS. L.
tSurceaaor to

Qrace Methodist Episoop u Church
John H. Murray 1'astor.
Preaching at . I a. m. and 7:00
p. ru
Sunday School ui 10 o'clock.
'"- All strangers will find a wel- Poultry, Game, and Fish. Home ""
Offlee
Phone
lit
come at all of these services.
Made Sausage a Specialty.
Young Mens Institute Friday
evenings, at the Club Rooms.

W. I. Mllem

TLEmwP mpai ft ta

Presbyterian Church.
Sunday school 10 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 :80
We had good services last
Sunday. You are invited to
your
come again and
friends.
Christian Church-Snndaschool 10 a. m.
Preaching 11 a. m. and 7:80
p. m.
Everybody welcome every

bring

y

time.

HENRY

J.

W. R. EIDS0R.

RDERS0M.

Rrs(t

President.

Un

P o. Bo, Ui
Alaroonrdn, .

I.

B. ARMSTRONG,

Casal

Established 1900

Ihe First National Bank
Of Alamoftordo, N. M.
CONDENSED STATEMENT

Stacy S. Phillips, Pastor.

13, 190,
AT COMPTROLLER'S CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS
Church, South.
MornSnnday
every
Preaching
LIABILITIES
KESI.t KCES
ing and Evening at the usual Loans and Discounts
Capital
$7.166.81
íiírmi.
Ü8.76 Surplus aud Uadmdtd Profits
Overdrafts
2.71 tt
hours.
U. S. Bonds insecure circulation...
ik.euu.iv iiicuiatioB
u .mat
ü.
1SU
Deposits
S. Bonds
on
13u Hal
Premiums
am.
Sunday school 9:45
21000 00
Bankinir house.farnilure 4 fixtures
275 00
Real Kstate owned
Senior and Junior Leagues, Other
880,00
Kedrmption fuid
17M
Secnrites
nther
Sunday Aftennoon at 3:00 and Cash and l Exchange
4T.2SS.24
4:00.
$184,036.61
Total
Total
flS4,03tii
Prayer Service every Wednesday evening.
You are invited to attend any
DIRECTORS
all of these services.
or
iiHr in th" territory.
Men's Clothlar and Hats We cordial!?
F. M. RHUMBERG,
W. J. BRYSON,
an mv.tal n lo roa to visit ourestab
Geo. H.Givan, Pastor.
Mary Moffett was absent Wedllshmenl when in BJL PASO. TEXAS.
J. M. WYATT,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
nesday aud was very much missed
W, R. E1DSON,
MEYER,
C.
"BOOSTíiETí?,"
Baptist iJh'irch.
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY 8, EVAN6,
ia her cltfSSSS,
Services II a. m.
n.
The physical geography class re- in. Sunday at the First BaDtist
and!
Hi'le your little hammer
ceive daily the weather map issued church.
speak well of others and our town
IWor S. R. Oallawuv will
by the department of agnculture, so
no matter how small you may
are always posted as to the weath- preach at 11 a. m.and Kev. R. P.
really know yourself to be When
t'ope at i ;lo P. in.
er conditions over the Uuited States.
a stranger drops in, jolly him.
OTERO COJNTY SHOoTcONTEST.
Geological surveyors have been
FOR THE TREATMENT OE
Tell him this-i-s the greatest town
KMBALMEP
OFFICK. PHrNl
FUNF.RAL
stationed here for the past few Bules and Conditions (JovHrning ibe Oon AND
NO. 4.
on earth -- and it is. Don't disy and Laryngeal
DIRECTOR
Pulmonar
RESILIENCE
be
held
December
to
11.
test
AND
DEALC
weeks.
They are determining the
courage him by speaking ill of
PHONE
N FUNERAL
NO. 16.
Tuberculosis,
The contests ol which the following SUfHLlES
anyone or anything. There is no
amount the earth has sunk at this
are ruiesgovrrumK thum, will be held in
end of fun it minding one's own Primary and Suitable Cases. place in the past twenty years.
II. 1909.
Alitiuuü'iriui.
Committee. Kl'I.es fc'oB Cui'.NTV CoMTBST Associabusiness It make others like
Individual Cottages.
tion
gets stuck on a Knocker. First-clas- s
Cuisine.
M. E.

Sig-o-

d

n

Alamo

ñ

Cottage

Sanatorium

A.

J. BUCK

UNDERTAKER

Di--

Fuller. Trained Nurses.

H. H.

A Biiostlet from a Booster,

Don't muzzle your dog if he'e
got to fight,
Don't whip your horse when he's
pulling a load,
Don't put too heavy a tail on
your kite,
Don't place obstructions upon
the road.
The kicker who sits on a dry goods
box,

And hammers from dawn till the
the sun goes down,
Should take his knocks and his
useless self,
To adorn the landscape of some
Jay town.
Put sand on the rails when the
grade is steep,
Open wide the throttle where

the current is swift,
Only the live fish ascend the
stream,
The dead ones helplessly down-

CATE, M. D.

Wp do not write for vulgar
show,
Nor for the dollar bill.
But we beleive in Alamo,
And we are sure will,
If you will only ope' your eye,
And take gentle peep,
We're 6iire you'll see her

futures lie.
In fortunes broad and deep.
One step won't take you very
far you've got to keep on walking; one word won't tell folks
what you are you've got to keep
on talking; one inch won't make
you very tall you've got to keep
on growing; one little "ad"
won't do it all you've got to
keep 'em going.

College Motes.
Mountain Park challenge the
college for two games basketward drift.
Don't muzzle your dog if he's ball, both tn he played at Mountain Park one between the boys
got to fight.
Don't clip the spurs of your and the other with the girls, the
time asked for being on Thanksrooster.
day. An effort is being
giving
Don't be a knocker from morn
made to bring the challenging
till night,
Stand pat for your town be a teams to Alamo to play instead.
The college has fine material for
booster.
both teams, hut neither have
any experience. If lots of
had
A Contribution from Michigan-Truhard work is done, two good
friendship can never be teams should be developed.
broken,
A meeting of the students was
We know where its been tested
Monday morning in which
held
and tried,
challenge
the
was read. Miss
And sometimes we find ourselves
Hanks was elected business manlonging,
ager of the atheletic association,
To be located down by their side.
Mr. Hays coach of the boys' team
Alamogordo's a small garden of and Clarence Pfaffenberger
made
Eden,
captain- - Miss Hanks was inWhere beautiful flowers grow, formed concerning the will of
And the scenery we cannot des- the society upon the challenge
cribe it.
and will act in accordance. If
Three sides are of mountains, you the game is brought to Alamo-gordknow.
the town people ought to
White mountain away in the dis- manifest interest in the town and
tance,
school and turn out and encourArrayed in its garment of snow, age the teams. The college will
With the azure tints all around win whether you come or not,
it,
but you owe it to yourself to be
Stirs the heart of the artist all present and see the sport and enthrough.
courage good clean atheletics.
e

o

And

the sunshine

no

Arlicie 1 Eligibility
Every Public School in Otero County
is entitled to participate in this contest.
Those perfect in attendance for All representatives must be under twen-i,one years uf age; must have mude To
the first term which ended Nov. 5,
uurcent In attendance at the term pre
George eeudlug the contest; and must beeuuiii,
were Annabelle Sebring.
Moffett, Jack Sebring and Leona rated in the district represented. No exceptions train those rules i;tber than on
Owen.
account ol protracted sickness will be
flowed. No pupil shah represeut a
Our examinations are over and school in more luau one contest at the
time.
we are all glad to have our. report ame
No ucceaiuL pupil glial, represen,, a
:
'
cards.
section in any one kind of contest a
second time Every partlcpant in any ol
Millard Owen started to school contests must be a tegular student;
carry ng" lull work' as such, during the
Monday.
ut. re school, in which the contest is
held. Every
in the cou
We are all getting ready for the est must be representative
piepared ttv The School

Boom 2.

other

spot like it,
D. A. Fribley, proprietor of
A ray for each ail of mankind, the Gash Meat Market, selects
And for those who've not been and buys his own fat cattle and
there and tried it,
hogs and superintends his own
I would say it is perfectly sub- butchering. Write him if you
lime. A. M. T.
have fat cattle or hogs to sell. 46
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i Hot

Point Pacific
Electric Iron.!

preliminary contest here the night represedted
inicie 2 Ceairmen
before Thanksgiving.
The
appointed

have our new thermometer up
Committee of Room 2
now.
We

The following awards were
given J. C. Dunn at the El Paso
fair last week; $25.00 the Welch
prize for largest pumpkin, his
product weighing 85 pounds
which was 20 pounds more than
any other ; $2.00, first for largest
apples, $2.00 for best quinces,
$2.00 for the best pears and ttie
same for sweet potatres. He received second prize of $1.00 each
on pop corn, peppers, kaffir corn
and pears. This made a total of
$35.00 in cash prizes.
Lee Jones has recently instituted a change of films for the
Alcazar which promise to be a
vast improvement over those formerly used. Althcugh the new
ones will cost nearly double the
price of the former ones, he feels
that his splendid patronage just
ifies the extra expense.

OTERO

KtW

COUNTY,

valley

MEXICO.

TOWNS

ALAMOGORDO.
7

"

i'

AM

Pup. 4,ti0u;
churches: Nnw Mtxuu
Institute for the Bin.,,; iiaptist College; U. S. and District Coarta; two,
S.inatoriaraa. Mean winu-- lantpaflt-ture-

maximum 62. minimum 30.
LA LUZ. -- Quid shady old settle
rait raising and gardening.
ment.
point for
OBOQRAHOl.-Snp- plj
mil. in a and stock men ; $500,000 Smelter.
-TULAR08A. Established in IS62;
fruit growing, and track and alfalfa
raising. Pop. 1,500.
MOUNTAIN TOWNS

famous

CLOUDCROFT.-Mo- st
summiir re. ort in the Southwest; "Nasupme's Root (larden. Permanent lumply point for large farming and
bering section. Mean summer temperature, maxlmam 70, minimum 45.

PARK.-Sum- mer
re
sort; fruit growing and truck raising
and winter
HIGHROLL8.--Summ- er
resort; fruit growing; gardening.
Oldest mountain settlement
WEED.county;
center of large farming
in tne
and stock district.

MOUNTAIN

MAYHILL P.AVIS

ANO

ORANGE

btore and O. Supply points lor
farmera and stockmen.

Read the new ads this week.

(or each section
teacher
the Presl lent of the County associa
lion shall be chairman of the section.
L'he chairmen of the sections logelbe.
vith the President of the association ,
shall designate a place for the county
contest, select judges and attend to all
ousiness for the contest.
a rttcle 3. Time for holding Co. Contest.
The chairmen of the sections and the
President of the County Association,
hall select the lime for holding the con
tests and arranging for its being held
sometime prior lo the Territorial Teach
er's
It shall be the duty of
this committee to uotify the teachers of
the various country schools, as to the
time the county contest is to be held:
which notice must be given at least 6U
days prior to the time selected for the
county contest. All preliminary contests must be held at least two weeks
nefore the time of County Contest.
Article 4. Kinds of Contests.
There shall be a recitation contest (or
gins, a ueciamation contest lor boys, a
map drawing contest (or pupils of both
sexes. The number of pupils (rom each
school lo taita part in the recitation, declamation aud oratorical are to be limit-eto two from each division of school:
primary grades, grammar grades and
uy

s

--

high school.

Article S. As to map drawing.
The map (or 1M9 shall be that of New
Mexico, ibis map shall have a two
inch margin and the bqdv of the map
,,.
.
....... l..
.
l,.." ....
tn7n ...mea riioiii
uaai ni vre-- t.
wiin oiin inn,, usionsln proportion. Or
dluary lend ami colored pencils must be
the only coloring matter used.
The
work will be b ed upon the text of the
country, Red, a y and Hinnman's Geo
graphy, l bo-- " maps that were drawn
.luring the
iner aro to be accepted
as arawn. i.ui an otner maps to be ten
inches east mm west, at the south.

THE

MOST EFFICIENT IRON OK THE MARKET.
at the handle, yet hottest upon the face, with

the greatest amount of heat directly

In

the point.

The patented stand attached to the heel
of the iron is most
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot be lost or hidden in the folds of the work.

This
necessity may be used by connecting to
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron to yon on
The iron will cost you nothing during the
labor-savin-

g

l.

Thirty Days Free Trial.

.

i

Anide

0, .1 udges.
In all cuses, judges who are entirely
o
iei 1 en win oe seiectea.
Inicie 7 Uow Contestants shall be

Uraded.
The contestants In oratory, recitation
and declamation shall be graded upon
uj luHuwing points: i, articulation; 2,
modulation; a, expression; 4, gesture; 5
general effect.
Article S. Prlxes.
In these contests a gold medal shall be
awarded to each winner. Each medal
shall bear the name of the douator and
the subject of the contest in which the
medal is given.
Article 0. Expenses.
These contests are arranged by the
teacoers ana snail oe supported by them
Each teacher Is asked to pay 50c. to
each chairman oi his section.
Article 10. As to Amendments.
These regulations may be amended by
4 vote oi memoers present atauv meet
King ol the mumy Association.
Committee on I Hiss Vida Radie
Miss L. B. Spellman
Rules and
Regulation ( L. P. Karris, Chairman

NO.

46328

Percheron Stallion, black with star. Foaled Hay
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111.

14,

This splendid horse is now the property of the

ALAMOGORDO

PERCHERON

BREEDIN6

ASSOCIATION

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
$20 to insure

;

$10 cash

and

$10

in

t months.

i

A new ad for Prince's
store this week.

jjOCAbfTEMS

it

100 Pieces,

Some delicious bulk aud Ix.x
candies just opened at Humes',
fr-i-

three days of last week.
W. G. Roe and family came
home from El Paso, Sunday
John Quin, from the head of
La Luz canon was in town Tues

I

G:vc them a trial
Work on the new high school
building has advanced far enough
s) that the electric light wiring
was commenced this ninrujiig.

lhe

day.
H. J. McOleraments and wife
spent Thursday and Friday in El
Paso.

Frank Beach returned from a

trip to
business
Friday morning.

Kansas City,

1.

Damp, of Gamp City,
the Nkws a very pleasant
last Saturday.
Geo. Byus, Lee Jones and
Mrs. Abbott, with their families,
spent Sunday at the white sands.
Jas. Rnuner and family arrived from Newark, Mo., last Tuee-daThey will spend the winter
B.

made
visit,

y

here.
A. C. Watson and family
moved to Olovis, N. M., Thun- Th -- y made the trip by
dav
wag' n.

My plan mal cs it easy for you tto buy.
Orders for
piece or quantity accepted 'for delivery at any

Orders for Xmas Delivery
should be placed at once
You have seen this beautiful china in the window,
now come in and inspect it closely.

HAND PAINTED

HAVILAND

ON

BLANKS.

HENRY S. EVANS
IN JBWBtBY

EVERYTHING

rail-roa-

on Hughes' grocery wagon.

Reputation For Reliability.
,

The most valuable asset in any Drug Store.

In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
They know. It's
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

Lei

us nil

your prescriptions.

mm
On The

Warren Bros., Druggists.

Corner

for Christmas and Holiday Goods, we
find that it will bo necessary to close
out our ENTIRE MILLINERY LINE
by the FIRST of DECEMBER.

1-

off from the Prices of

-3

Bra-ahea- r,

new-come- rs

Tuesday.

needs of groceries. See announ
S. F. Gray, of Farber cement elsewhere.
Mo., is here assisting in the care
John E. Peterson, of Kalama
of Iter daughter's little child
zoo, Mich., came in yesterday to
that of Mrs. Bert Smith, who is spend a few days looking over the
reported to be very sick.
outlooks in Otero County as they
Residence property, including are at present Mr. Peterson was
six lots, in a desirable location
here two years ago and although
for sale very cheap if taken at favorably impressed at that time
once. For
further particulars thought it would be better jbo
enquire at the News office. 47 1 2 see what advancement the conn- Visited schools at Mountain try could make between then
Park Cloudcroft, Mayhill, Weed and later, hence his trip now.
Pinon, Three Rivers and Camp
Last Thursday evening about
City during October. Enrollment 25 of Mr. G. W. Phillip's friends
descipline and work improved i from the Christian church gathvery place over last year' ered at his home to celebrate his
work. County Sup't 8imms.
sixty-nint- h
birthday. The gath
the nature of a sur
was
in
ering
Theo. Thulemyer and H.O.Snyweut laden with
all
prise
and
der, superintendents of agents
'or the Mutual Life Insurance fruits and nuts with which to
milestone of
of New York, loft last week help celebrate this
Mr.
Many
presented
life.
his
for Aueblo. OoL. at which place
to
which
with
gifts
with
Phillips
they are to arrive the Utter part
high esteem. Each
their
show
of the month.
The intervening
time will be occupied in work went to the home with the
long the route between here and intentions of having a fine time
and this was what wasreported.
there.
Mrs.

Stepp & MurrellziS

time.

o

i. Miles is again running a
District passenger agents, C.
general dray and transfer line,
hav.ng purchased Chas. L. West's A. Melin of the Nickel Plate and
and W. F. Burch of the Chicago
outfit,
Great Western, with offices in
Mrs. E. H. Cox is to have her
Denver, Col., made this office a
sister, Miss Nellie Drake, of De
call Tuesday. The gentlemen are
Queen, Ark., with her for the
touring the southwest and mak
winter.
ing notesot the conditions in the
Miss Loma Woods is visiting various parts as they now are.
Mrs A. P. Jackson in El Paso,
F. J. Bush has just receivrd a
having gone down Saturday for
from the Surveyor General
letter
several weeks.
notifying him that the lands in
Miss Hazel Hanson favored the township IT and 18, South Range
Christian church with a 6olo, 10 Kust and also stating that the
Sunday evening, which all speak lands' will not be thrown open
very highly of.
for entry and plats filed in the
local office before ninety days
J. Milstead and wife, of
Mo., are also to be number- from this date, November 8th.
ed among the
here J T. Lewis, for a consideration
for the w inter months.
of $2525.00, purchased from W.
Last Monday undertaker A. J. W. Talbott his home and furnish- Buck went to Ft. Stanton, on ngs located on Indiana ave.,
The new owner
the limited, to prepare a body for last Tuesday.
ill take possession in about a
shipment from that place.
mouth at which time Mr. and
Miss Lucile McRae and her
Mrs. Talbott will move into prosister Mrs. V.E. Haggquist were
recently rented.
perty
in El Paso, 011 a visit, from Thurs(.'has. Douglass, whose home
day, of last week, until Sunday.
in Indianapolis, Ind., passed
was
Geo.
Kimple arrived home,
Monday morning, from Seymour, away at the sanatorium, last
Iowa, in which place he had been Wednesday. Just previous to
for the past two or t hree weeks. his death, Mr. Douglass had a
visit from his father and .the
Mrs. L. P. Arnold left last Frilatter gentleman had barely
day for a visit with her sister,
reachei home when informed of
Mrs. Lane, at Lou Angeles, Cal.,
the death of his sou. Funeral was
enmute for her home in Denver, from A. J. Buck's parlors, Satur
Col.
day, Rev. Callaway officiating.
Mrs. Bob Railey, of Orogrande
E. H. Cox, having decided to
who underwent an operation for
give up the grocery department
appendicitis here a short time
of his store and devote his efforts
ago, was able to return home
more to the dry goods depart
Tuesday.
ments, has sold his entire stock
E. B. Mc Broom, about six years in that line to L. R. Hughes.
ago chief lineman for M. H. Fish- This will give Mr. Hughes a fine
er at this place, shook hands assortment of stock with which
with old acquaintances here to serve his customers in their
W

hard
Our Prices will interest you tr
tlmts. Goods first class. Satisfaction
WC guarantee.

any

Albert Head, from Des Moines,
Iowa, is looking over this section
of the country this week. While
here he is stopping at the
hotel.
Geo. Messer, recently appointed as ranger by the forest service, left Tuesday morning to begin his first work in the .moun
tains engaged in this capacity.
J. L. Skinner, a
man
who has been confined at the
hospital for some two or three
months past, was sufficiently recovered to resume his duties at
Coronna, this week.
Otto L. Tinklepaugh left on
a two week's hunt up in the
Capitán Mountains, yesterday.
While away on bis vacatiot..
Will Walthall will take bis place

wltrj

Grain, Mill fzzá, Hour, Mfcil,
Carden and Field Seed

1

The Ideal Christmas Gift

new

Alamo-gord-

Feed Stot is I
The Cash stocked
I

WH1T0 and GOLD INI A L CHINA is the newest
and most exclusive creation in dinnerware. It is

ts

nuts are now in at
Hughes' grocery aud a finer as
T. B. Smith, of Jamea canon,
sortment is not to be found
as in Alamo on business, Tues-

day.

Dollars

100

is now well

ttickett returned
8undaj.
Dried
of all kinds of the
finest
Quality
Hughes grocery.
at
El
Paso
at
wis
Anderson

Miw Lilliau
from El Paso,
L. E.

depart-mei-

the Stock

All the Hats in

seems early to many to sell these new goods at such low
prices, but we must' have the room in which to display our
IMMENSE HOLIDAY LINE now arriving so take this means,
rm
OFF.
ftir Remember all HATS now

It

ONE-THIR- D

All $16 Hats, now $9.75
6.65
All 10
All
All

8
6

All
All

4
2

6.25
3.96
2.75

A.

Young

Ladies'

Street

and

Dress

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
Mrs. S. E. Dailey.

at the PRINCE
STORE

Extra Special
Bargains
THIS WEEK at the PRINCE STORE.

Special Sale on
Ladies' Cloaks Suits and Skirts
Children's Cloaks and Baby
Coats, Shirt Waists, Kimonas,
These are all new goods just
received during the last Week.

New lines in
Men's Shirts, Neckwear, Suspendáis, Half Hose, Dress Shoos,
Winter Styles in Hats and Warm

unoarwnr
have just been adVd to oar
stock. Sec them.

Oir Stock if Bidding
is qnite complete
2.25, 3.75 and $5
.75, .85, 1.25, $1,50
Conforts at .98. 1.50, 1.98, $2.91

Wool Blankets at
Cotton

"at

Special Prices on Ladies'
and Children's Underwear.
Outing Flannel SaJi
10 pieces Dark Colors for
quilt linings, now only 5c yd.
Bargain Table fall of extra
heavy outing in medium Light
Colora, 12 He grade, now lOc

ii

Ave.

le disking would allow the mois
ture to accumulate nearer the
ING IN NEW MEXICO.
surface and the land could then
Prom Raton Weekly Native.
I think that
A short time aeo I received a be plowed later.
letter containing such a good set our New Mexico farmers are
of questions about a disk and making a great mistake in not
roller that I do not think that I using the disk more freely on
could do better than to use the their stubble and od land before
auestiuns as the subject of this plowing. In the Estancia valley
much of the moisture that fell in
talk.
Q. I desire especially to know August could have been retained
how to use the disk harrow in putting the ground in good' conpreparing a seed bed . Will it do dition for fall plowing if the land
as a substitute for the drag har had been disked the last of August or first of September.
row, or should both be used?
Q. What would you advise,
A. Land finished with a disk
harrow can be used for a seed rolling fresh plowing groand for
bed, but the best practice is gen- the purpose of packing it and folerally to use both. A fairly lowing this with harrow to leave
smooth surface may be made on dust mulch?
A. Yes.
medium to light soils with the
Q. What is the value of the
disk, especially on land that is
double disked by lapping each roller in dry farming?'
A. The roller is a tool which
time. These medium to light
soils would also pulverize most must be used with very much
readily bv a drag harrow. The judgment in dry farming, as its
disk is especially useful in work possibilities for working injury
inz heavy, tight land. While are fully as great as its possibili
the disk is about the best pul ties for good. It can be used to
verizing tool, it is apt. to leave great advantage in packing down
the land ridged. The smoothing sod which is broken shallow in
down of these ridges with the the spring. It is valuable for
drag harrow leaves the land with crushing clods. Some day our
farmers will be able to dispense
a smoother surface
Q. Would you disk fresh brok with it for that purpose, because
en land where the ground is mel they will pay much closer attenlow and in good tilth when turn tion to the moisture condition of
ed? If so, why? Will the disk the soil at the time of breaking
harrow tend to pack fresh plowed and they will find thac they will
ground and so act as a substitute have much less need for a clod
for a subsurface packer, where crusher than at present. Another
condition that sometimes arises
the packer cannot be had?
A. 1 would disk fresh broken under which the use of the roller
land especially where I did not is very essential is where seed
have a packer, I would scarcely has been planted in a soil which
like to say that the disk will act
is quite moist below, but dry
as a substitute for the packer,
but there is no doubt but the near the surface. Rolling will
FARM

disk, if set fairly straight, will
pack the 6oil and fill up the big
spaces between the furrow slices
to a considerable extent.
Q. If last year's stubble be
disked, will it arrest evaporation
and tend to preserve the mois
ture until the land can be plowed later?
Yes,

Mr. Campbell

lays

great stress on disking stubble
or sod for two reasons; first, to
open up the surface and let in
the water, and second, for the
production of a mulch to retain
moisture, sometimes a piece ot
ground is too dry at the surface
to plow, while there may be a
good deal of moisture some dis
tance below the surface. In such
a case, making a mulch by doub- -

compact the surface, thus causing concentration of the moisture
there for a short time, and give
the seed a chance to sprout.
If the surface remains packed a
very long time, the soil will dry
out. The great danger in the
n?e of the roller is that it leaves
the surface fine and compact, and
this favors evaporation. The surface should always be loosened
best with the drag harrow, after
it has been rolled. The essential
difference between the .roller
and the subsurface packer is that
the roller packs the surface of
the soil, leaving it in a condition
which favors evaporation, while
the packer firms the plowed lay- er against the plow sole and
leaves the surface loose.

masaran

mmm
MM

Prices $3.50 and $4.00
10 New Styles in Ladies'
Top bhoes and Uxfords. Very
pretty styles. Choice of this Ht

vz.ou pair.

hp

tm

TAX

York and .Michigan

are the beat styles we can bay
lor ladies and cost no more man
Besides
manv inferior makes.
they wear extra well and then-fitting qualities have made them
famous.
Let us fit von with a
pair while sizes are complete.

K
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SOME POINTS ABOUT DRY

A.

1.36

This includes Ladies' Dress and Street Hats, Children's
Hats and

Hvtwpwi

I4W3

jp)

i

T

i

Q)

i

READ THE LABEL
Buy only baking pow-

der whose label indicates cream of tartar

ALAMOGC

DRY FARMING SOUS
and Proper Tillage Insures Success with Cereals
and Vegetables.

Careful

She Buried Her Face in Her

Han.

A Distinction.
Tommy What is the difference between vision and Fight?
Tommy's Pop Well, my son. you
can flatter a girl by calling her a
vision, but don't call her a sight.

We desire to be classified according
to our exceptional virtues; we are apt
to classify our neighbor according to
his exceptional faults. Henry Batea
Diniond.

OONT SPOIL YOl'R CLOTHES.
Use Red Cross Ball Blue and keep them
white as snow. All grocers, oc a package.
You can't tell by the size of the
gravestone how big the man was who
lies in the grave.
Constipation cause and seriously apgrarates
many diseases. It is thoroughly curen Iit Dr.
d
granules.
Piurca'a Pellets. Tiny

The dog in the manger is the one
that does the most growling.

MayWemawew overcome
WVvve,

Vs

ltmyScjrvitVavr

av so

W asssaivK6to walMtc
m) be cr advtaWy dwyenscA wU
u'Wn. wo Vnver nteded .ts ut uvsl ej
romoivos wKwTouwti ato to assist
naure.Qwdw(A to swpyAawwattTc
VNÜÁy

To

vipm proper

By CONGRESSMAN F. W. MON DELL.
OF WYOMING.

Experience, extending over a long
period of years, has demonstrated beyond a question of doubt that with
careful and proper tillage, all of the
cereals, and a large variety of vegetables, may be successfully and profitably grown in loam soil where the
average rainfall does not exceed 14 to
15 inches annually.
The dry farmer should select a loam
soil. Personally I should select for
such purposes what might be called a
sandy loam, and this being done, success, with the rainfall indicated and
thorough tillage, is reasonably certain.
My experience with dry farming extends over a period of 20 years, in
which time I have seen areas popularly supposed to be practically worthless except for grazing purposes, converted into prosperous farm communities. Some of the crops I have seen
raised have been phenomenal. Where
the location has been carefully selected and the cultivation has been thorough, I recall practically no failures.
It is my opinion that there are very
large areas which are still open to
homestead settlement quite as good
as those which have been settled upon heretofore.
My own experience in dry farming,
has been under the ordinary annual
crop system, but I am firmly of the
opinion that ultimately, in this land of
limited rainfall, we shall adopt the
biennial system now so successfully
practiced elesewhere. This system
f
of the
consists of cropping
farm each year, and summer tilling
the remainder. Vnder this system,
dry farming, so called, is safer and
one-hal-

iourswwn.

ectawasbny

jd'ísbettEjicvaVtf

Large Areas of Land Popularly Supposed to Be Worthless Except for
Grazing Purposes Converted
Into Prosperous Farm
Communities.

in $enuMie,

Fig
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Syrup

Well Tried System of Agricultura and
Can Be Relied Upon Where
Rainfall Is Scanty.
'

Dry
rmlng may be relied upon
where rainfall Is scanty. It is a
system of agriculture, and is
based on scientific principles and the
practice of ages. Mr. Campbell has
systematized some very old practices
and has preached them to the despairing farmers of the semi-ariwest, until, aided by several seasons of excessive rainfall, those regions have
hope instead of despair, and
successful farming seems likely to be
extended over thousands of square
miles where it would be Impossible
system. But
without the
he has never preached it as a substitute for rainfall, nor has he ever held
out to those countries the deceptive
hope that the climate will ever change,
says Farm and Fireside.
The fates or, as the ancients called
it, "the stars" have decreed that the
lands under the lee of the Rocky
mountains must aiways be content
with scanty rainfall. This does not
mean that great populations of happy
and successful people may not bo
sustained there ; but it does mean that
such populations must succeed In spite
of the aridity.
In fact, the existence of this vast
arid region and the methods rendered
necessary by its natural conditions
seem likely to prove a blessing to the
farmers of all the nation. Dry farming has its lessons for the farmers of
the humid regions as well as for those
depending on irrigation. If twenty
inches of rainfall will mature crops,
why should more be used when re13
ceived through ditches? Or if
inches can be made to do, why use
more? Why not use the excess to
help out the dried-uacres beyond
the present limits of the flow? In
brief, the conservation of moisture in
the soil has one of its chief uses in
extending the irrigable area of the
nation by making one gallon of water
do the work done under more wasteful methods by two.
And over the entire country, where
rainfall is relied upon, the season is
an exceptional one in which droughts
of more or less severity do not occur.
And whenever a drought occurs, the
remedy is dry farming, whether the
location be in Iowa or Ohio or Colorado. This present season has been
one of
and
droughts in some regions east of the
Missouri. Crops have been shortened
up in yield perhaps by just theamount
which turns profit into loss by lack
of moisture. And yet there were copious rains early in the season. Dry
farming would have held these rains
in the ground, and would have assured plentiful crops all over these
afflicted fields. Dry farming
won't
hurt anything in a wet season; and it
is salvation in a dry one. Study it.
It is worth your while.

Co.

DRUCCISTS
SO' PER BOTTLE
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-
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CONGRESS CALLED

Be Held at Billings, Mont., October 26
to 28, to Discuss and Compare
Methods of Utilization.
On a Dry Farm.

A dry farming congress is called to
meet at Billings, Mont, October 26 to
28. "To discuss and compare methods
by which the great area of arid land
can be profitably utilized..
"To encourage the use of methods
by which, in districts where rainfall is
are the cause of many case3
slight, or irrigation water is limited,
of Pneumonia and Conthe actual productive acreage can be
sumption. No matter how
increased.
slight your Cough or Cold
be"To create closer
tween the government and state exmay be, cure it before it has
perts in charge of dry farming experia chance to do any harm.
mental work and the actual farmers of
the arid districts.
"To enlarge the plans for carrying
on a great educational propaganda by
which, eventually the arid district of
the entire world can be populated by
WILL TRY AMERICAN PLAN prosperous and contented agriculturis the oldest and best known
ists.
medicine in the world for reliev"To encourage legislation looking to
Much Land in Arid Regions of Ausing and curing Coughs, Colds,
increased federal and state appropriaBronchitis,
Pleurisy, Croup,
tralia May Be Utilized for
Whooping-Cougand diseases
tions for the establishment of more
Agriculture.
of this class. Your druggist
experimental stations.
will supply you. In three size
"To study methods and results of
Australia resembles the United
tattles, $1.00, 50c. and 25c.
only in size but in the fact dry farming operations. Among the
not
States
' Dr. b. Jayne's Tonic Verthat a large area has long been con- rules of the congress are the folmifuge is an excellent tonic for
sidered
unfit for agricultural purposes lowing:
children.
is
It
and
both adults
All farmers living where rainfall Is
owing to the meagerness of the rainalso a safe worm medicine.
fall. The proof given by a Nebraska less than 20 Inches per annum copendfarmer that a railfall of 12 inches un- ing solely upon rainfall to grew and
der his system would produce better mature crops, are eligible to compete
results than one of double that amount for premiums at this Dry Farming
under the ordinary method, is of im- congress.
Exhibits shall represent cms seamense imoprtance to both countries,
where so many million acres are in son of 1909 and shall not have been
grown upon irrigated,
or
the arid zone.
The American system has been seepage land.
combine to make home
tried here by P. Pascoe, the apostle
Binding Alfalfa.
and pioneer of dry farming in South
cheerful, but no one thing
In recent years some prefer to bind
who speaks of it in the highAustralia,
plays so important a part
in bundles and shock the
est terms. A method of dry farming, the alfalfa
as artistic taste in wall or, rather, as it is called here, of same as wheat or other grain. The
advantage claimed for this method Is
soil culture, has been practiced in
decoration Beautiful,
that it requires lesa help, since one
12
years
for
state
the
last
this
cleanly and wholesome is
may do the harvesting and put
W. Peacock, the manager man
R.
by
the crop Into the, shock if help Is
of experimental farms at Coolabah
may be cut a little
scarce;
and Bathurst, and an extended trial is greener, the alfalfa
and the straw may cure and
to be given to the two systems the
keep better than when put up loose.
American and the Australian almost
When bound and shocked the alfalfa
The Sanitary Wall Coating
of
2,000
area
An
once.
is
acres
to
at
two weeks or so until
be devoted to the former, while three should stand
dry enough to thresh. If put into the
We her Idees on color harmonies,
lota of 50 acres each are to be set
cíesele stencils end much that will Instack, threshermen prefer 4o have it
apart to try the latter.
terest the discriminating house owner.
loose, as bundles are more apt to be
Three
ideas heve coet ue money but are
There does not appear to be much damp and tough, but if fully dried
free to you. Ask your deelsr or writ
direct.
difference between the two systems. when stacked alfalfa should keep well
consists Id keep- in the bundle. It is suggested to
Alabastine Co., Grand Rapids. Mich. The American method
ing the surface under cultivation loose stack with layers of straw between
and finely pulverized so that the rain layers of alfalfa, in order to take up
may percolate through to the compact
the moisture.
soil beneath. The Australian method
is to keep the dust at the bottom, the
Car of Col ta.
training must begin
Mien's IMcerTne Hal vp cu res Chronir Ulcers. Bone granules of soil next and thé clods on
The
colt's
I
fjlMnkrrofuloas u
Varicose Mee r. n
top. The object In each case appears shortly after birth. A halter should
tolent iicer(m.ereuriai ii.cers,wiiiii w
to be the same to deepen the soil and be put on, so he can be caught and
By .altlSU. J.l'.ALLBN.bopt. A2,eJt ,1'iiulMliin.
lead to the free access of rain to pre- handled every day. Never tease him.
piTe
vent evaporation, surface rooting and Never deceive him, but treat him
NEW DISCOVERT!
nOlDCV
m
IfnVTiV quick relief and enrea worst eesee. the germination of weeds.
klavdly and firmly.

Neglected Colds
and Coughs

DR.D.JAYNES

Expectorant
h,

Many things

JüabasCbM

320-acr- e

RAVAGES

OF

WEED

"LOCO"

HER

ER

Ram Best Irrigation
System for Small Farms.

Hydraulic

Stream May Be Capable of
Watering Good Sized Tract of
Open Up Great PossiLand
bilities for Cheap Supply.

Small

d

DRY

more certain than crop raising in
many localities usually having an
abundance of rain; and under this
system much land still open to the
homesteader will produce a3 many
bushels of grain in a given number
years as much of the high priced
wheat lands of the country.
Biennial cropping, while it gives the
farmer as high as double the yield per
acre which he would otherwise obtain, calls for a larger farm, as it
reduces the number of acres under
crop, and it was to meet this condition that we secured the passage of
the
homestead bill.

SELF-PUMPJDWAT-

well-trie-

wide-sprea- d

CALIFORNIA
SOLD BY ALL LEADING
SIZE ONLY RECULAR PRICE

0RY FARMING EAST AND WEST

Of the various irrigation systems
for the small individual farmer the hydraulic ram, where it can be applied,
is perhaps the most attractive. The
use of the ram pre supposes the presence of a waterfall; not necessarily a
cataract, but a stream of water with
a fair fall, which might, as an example, be used for running a grist
mill, says the American Cultivator.
The stream may be a very small
one, and still be capable of irrigating
In various irritract.
a
gation plants the water is pumped up
by rams into a reservoir excavated
on a clay hill, or made by throwing a dam across a ravine, and thus
backing the water up into a little
lake, its situation being higher than
The water
the land to be irrigated.
thus accumulated for months is held
until needed, when It is run through
open .ditches on to the fields below
A tiny stream
the reservoir level.
having a flow of 80 gallons a minute
and a fall of 20 feet will operate a
ram that will pump 15,000 gallons a
day to a height of 100 feet above the
ram.
This amount of water, stored
as stated, will furnish all the necessary irrigation for from ten te fifteen
acres. A ram of this size takes its
water from a
drive pipe.
open
The Improved rani3 of
up great possibilities for cheap water
supply.
Their first cost is very
moderate, and they pump by water
power, requiring no attendant. They
are manufactured of large capacity,
and can be relied upon for pumping
water to any desired elevation for irrigating comparatively high lands.
size,
They are made from a
using three gallons a minute, to a duplex
ram, using two
drive pipes. One of the latter placed
on a stream having a flow of 1,500
gallons a minute, which is, by the
way, a very small creek with a
fall will pump nearly 300,000 gallons a day to a height of 100 feet
above the ram.
Such
creeks or
irrigable lands
branches with near-bare very plentiful in any of the hilly
sections of the country, and where
they exist should be recognized as the
basis of certain wealth.
It may be
necessary to construct a small canal,
just as In the establishment of the
overshoot mill wheel. In
fact, old, abandoned mill sites, where
much of the work has already been
done, can sometimes be utilized. Any
amount of fall, from four feet up to
40 feet, can be utilized.
Incidentally,
water lor house and stock can often
good-size-

four-Inc-

one-inc-

be provided.
It may, therefore, pay to look into
the question of water supply on the
farm and to figure out a plan to use
this greatest of natural resources. The
certainty of production and the greatness of the yield under irrigation
make it worth while to go to considerable trouble to benefit by the water
supply, if the farm is so fortunate
as to have a good-sizeone. Even the
flow from a good-sizespring may be
utilized.
In the west every opportunity for using water in this way is
quickly grasped, and it is an astonishment to the eastern traveler ' to see
with what ease and at what little expense he could have always used the
waters of the small stream flowing
through his farm back home.
TOO MUCH WATER DISASTROUS
While Irrigation Is Good Thing,
Must Be Properly Handled to
Get Best Results.

It

the bench were practically all dying
or dead, except on a small knoll of
rising ground which was high enough
to escape, and the injury was extending to the next few rows adjoining. A
deep trench was dug so as to Intercept and drain the seepage water with
the result Unit the land below the
ditch was bard and Arm while that
above was impassable as before. The
trees below this ditch rapidly recovered their vigor and It appeared that
the orchard was saved. A cave-Ioccurred, however, in this ditch near
one end, damming up the water for a
small distance, when It Immediately
appeared on the surface in the orchard below the ditch and within
three or four days the adjacent trees
were brown and scorched as if they
had been swept by Are. The ditch
was cleaned and repaired and the water soon subsided from around these
trees and all but one of them recovered and put forth a new crop of
leaves, the one neit to the break being the only tree that died.

PHYSICIAN

It was evident that the first thing

to
to do in the field experiment was
prove whether the loco weeds did or
did not produce the disease. That
there was some disease causing loss
there was no question. The pictures
show some of the animals at different
stages of the investigation. Horses
Coand cattle were furnished by the colorado Experiment station, which

ADVISED
Taking Lydia E. Pinkhanjv
Vegetable Compound
Columbus, Ohio. "I have tak.

operated In the work, and at a later
stage In the investigation another cooperative experiment with the Nebraska Experiment station was carried on
In western Nebraska, writes C. Dwlght
ReMarsh In American Review of
views. Two similar pieces of land
were selected; one was freed of the
loco and In the other the loco, which
was there in an abundant crop, was
left standing. The stock was divided
and part pastured on the loco paspasture and pan on the
ture. Other animals were fed In the
corrals purple and white loco which
were cut for the purpose.
The results of these experiments
proved very interesting. The animals
in the loco pasture ate freely of the
weed; their coats became smoother
and they gained rapidly In flesh. Everything pointed toward the probabilcharacter uf
ity of the
the plant. This opinion was strengthened by the failure to find. In the
Washington laboratory, any evidence
loco-fre-

told me ft
was good, and shm

tokdng it 1 tffZ
much better that
can do all mv workI
again
I think
Lydia E.lirikham'i

Vegetal,

"I

Tille,

Vt

Women who are passing through thli
critical period or who are sufferiM
from any of those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight
of the fact that for thirty years Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from roots and herta,
has been the standard remedy for
female ills. In almost everv comma,
nity yon will find women who hare
been restored to health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

pasture remained perfectly
The first season's work proved
conclusively that the stockmen were
risht in ascribing poisonous properties to the loco plants. Loco would
kill, and the manner of death showed
those symptoms which the stockmen
claimed to be characteristic of locoed animals. Further work in Washington laboratories was confirmatory
of the field work, and the demonstration was complete of the polsonouy
character of the loco weeds.
well.

BERRY

Com.

1

loco-fre-

FOR

le

pound a fine remedí
for a i Wnmaní
troubles, and ?
Inever fonret tn t.n
my friends what it has done for me."
Mrs. a. iiAssow, am .cast LunirSL
,os
Columbus, Ohio.
Another Woman Helped.
Oraniteville, Vt
was passlnt
through the Changeof Lifeand suffered
from nervousness and other annoyimr
symptoms. Lydia B.Plnkham'iyt2
table Compound restored myhealthand
strength, and proved worth mountainj
of gold to me. For the sake of other
suffering women I am willing on
should publish my letter." Mm.
Ciiaelks Barclay, E.F.D., Granite.

of poison.
After some weeks of feeding, however, it was noticed, somewhat suddenly, that one or two of the cattle
stumbled as they walked. A series
of symptoms followed rapidly upon
those first noticed, and in a short time
our animals began to die. Before the
end of the season nearly all the animals to which had been fed any considerable amount of loco were dead,
while those that were kept in the

CARING
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change of life.

doctor

e

Weakened by Alcchol.
Dr. Bertillon, the eminent Pu nch vital statistician, has shown that tuber
culosls Is twice as prevalent amonj
the retail liquor dealers of fance u

among other shopkeepers. He attributes It to the fact that the alcohol
which they handle and use all day
long weakens their bodies and thus
renders them more susceptible to the
disease germ.
DOST NEGI.KCT THAT COI OHI
It onainlr racks your srstrm ar m;ty n irto
something serious. Allen s Lnn Balsun w iichwi
u quickly and permanently, korsaleut aildniggittk

BUSHES

Time for Tipping Raspberry Is When
Long, Slender Branches Incline
Toward Earth.
Many of our readers have Black
Cap raspberries as well as the pulple
Columbian and Schaffer red rasp
berry bushes which do not produce
sprouts, but must be tipped to propagate new plants.
The process is
so simple that anyone who can handle
a spade may succeed with the work.
The opportune time for tipping raspberry bushes Is when the long, slender branches Incline toward the earth
and form roots on the terminals on
irrigated ground.
Nature must be
assisted in the covering of the terminals to insure a full supply
of
plants. A spade Is the ideal implement to use for the purpose. Thrust
the blade into the soil and push the
handle forward which will open the
earth to receive the tips of the rasp
berry bushes.
With one hand grasp
the slender cane and hold the ter-minal in the opening while the spade
is drawn out with the other.
The
soil will immediately fill the cavity
which should be firmly packed with
the foot to keep the branch In the
new home, whereroots will soon form
on each and every lateral twig or
terminal thus covered. These root-eends will become independent of
the parent plants as soon as they
take food for growth from the soil.
However, it is best to leave them
undisturbed until they are needed for
planting next spring, if a large number of plants are desired the parent
bushes should be pinched back to
about three feet when the growth is
well established. This treatment will
produce a large number of lateral
shoots, each of which may be tipped
as suggested.
d

While Irrigation is a very good
thing too much water te very disastrous. We know one Instance in which
an orchard of several acres was
planted. Soon after the water had
been applied above it seeped out on
the slopes of the bench and rendered
the upper part of the orchard impassable for man or beast. In a few days
the first three rows of trees next to

n

Conclusively
Prove
Experimenta
Stockmen Were Right In Ascribing
Poisonous Properties to Plant

To Make Arid Lands Fertile.
The main Idea of irrigation is to
make arid lands fertile. The attendant result has far greater Interest to
the United States. For the cherished
thought of a nation of home owners is
getting steady encouragement wherever this work is being pushed
The word irrigation is full of meaning to the people of certain
of
the weitern Btates.
Its story is
told in stages. There is hopefulness
as the project is presented. There
is development as Its effects begin to
appear, j nere is assured nro.nrt,
as the desert bloasomni,. .i une
And the desert is blossoming, not for
uwuerg oi vast areas, but for
hundreds and thousands of Individuals
who are carefully cultivating comparatively small farms with most
satisfactory results.

Provide for Comfort.
In raising chickens for profit, do
not
money
waste
in making houses
and
equipments look like pictures
probut
vide plenty of comfort for the
birds
Fall Litters.
do
and
not
overlook
that
"
The man who raises pure bred hogs them ought to be thought caring for
of when
rarely breeds twice a year; but the building or furnishing
the house to
commercial hog raiser finds it profitat the work can e done
able to get litters both in the spring quickly and with ease.
and fan. The fall litter Is the more
expensive to raise, but unless there la
Clean, Cold, Rich Cream
an unusually large supply of bogs in
Clean cream, cold cream
and rich
sight, the market prices will be better cream are the three
words
than for the spring Utters.
the secret of producing sweet creía

Many a true word has been
regardless of grammar.
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REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Work While
You Seep
Millions of people have
do Health work for
them. If you have never tried
a 10c
this real health maker-- Get
box and yon will never use my
other ouW medicine.
CASCAKBTS toe a hoi for a we""
treatment, all drumiats. Biyfent ttW
fat the world. Mffllon boxes a moala.

Townsite Opening

New town of TWO BUTTW. Coloradiv "Mj
opened October K, IMS. IWorlty e'jjgTC
determinad by drawing. Town
IS.SOO
crea of Irrigated Carey Aet iiur
of finest Rr
lauda, beaMea raat
in Colorado.
Ground floor "PP,;r,u"",ruU
every kind retail aaercavntlle .b,'"'"i nirrB
Information on application. THE
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For the baby often mean' reH
both mother and child, uroc
like it too at f so palatable t take.
Free from opiates.
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WHERE THEY LEARN ECONOMY

A NURSE'S EXPERIENCE.

Doings

Pain

Backache,

In

the Kidnsys, Bloat-

ing, Etc., Overcome.

áT THE

5 STICKS 5 CENTS!

Knew What She Wat Abovt
When She Went to Engage

Matron

Every stick is a delicious
mouthful. Every mouthful

Maid.
A nurse

It expected to know what

to do for common ailments, and wom
The manager of the employment
en who suffer back- agency was used to hearing women In
ache, constant lan- search of maids ask applicants all
guor, and other com sorts of queer questions, says the New
symptoms or York Tribune, but this matron made
mon
kidney
him mildly curious. Of 14 girls In
should be grateful to turn she had inquired:
"Have you
Mrs. Minnie Turner, worked in a minister's family?" None
of E. B. St.,
of them had. "Too bad," said the maOkla.,
for tron to the manager. "None of these
pointing out the way girls will do."
to find quick relief. Mrs. Turner used
"May 1 ask," said the manager,
con "why you are anxious to know If
Doan's Kidney Pills for a
dition, backache, pains In the sides and these girls have worked in ministers'
kidneys, bloated limbs, etc. "The way families?"
they have built me up is simply mar
"Why, the fact is, we're very hard
velous," says Mrs. Turner, who is a up just now," said the matron, candidnurse. "My health Improved rapidly. ly; "I want a girl who knows how to
Five boxes did so much for me I am economize, and those who have worked
telling everybody about It"
in clergymen's families, I've discovRemember the name Doan's. Sold ered, have learned that lesson."
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster- -

j

Cannon to Retire Is Latest Gossip
speaker

has the delicious
flavor of real

Ana-dark-

say it would
Friends of the
not surprise them If he retired from
public life at the close of his present
term. T.hey call attention to the fact
that he "Is serving his eighteenth
term, at the close of which he will
have served in the bouse 36 years,
DIGESTION!
more than a generation. And on the
fourth of March, 1911, he will have
Every now and completed four terms as speaker.
Hi ASHIXOTON.
appears
story
some
in
a
then
Tf
When the time arrives for the next
newspaper tbat Speaker Cannon is congressional campaign Cannon will
from
announce
retirement
to
hit
abnut
be 74 years old. This is rather well
public life. Then will follow a contra- advanced in years for a man to go up
Mllburn Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.
close
a
of
friend
the against a fight such as is known will
diction from
CHILD ATE CUTICURA
speaker.
be made against the Sage of Danville.
THE DIAGNOSIS
OINTMENT.
The frequency of these retirement Cannon's friends say he dearly loves
stories indicates that "Uncle Joe" will a fight, and It is the knowledge of the
Spread Whole Box of It on Cracker
have the fight of his life next winter. fight that may induce him to run
-- Not the Least Injury ttesuueo.
This dees not mean a political fight in again.
However, it is whispered that he Is
the sense that the Democrats will
CuticuraThus Proven Pure and 8weet.
make it warm for him; it means that not so strong physically as he was
the fight will be within the ranks of several years ago, and he might take
A New York friend of Cutlcura
He
his party on the floor of the house. his health into consideration.
writes:
The "insurgents" will make it warm realizes that he has had about all
"My three year old son ond heir,
for "Uncle Joe." They made it most there is for him in the way of political
For nervous, tired women, we recommend Car after being put to bed on a trip acrosB
unpleasant 'for him and his program preferment that hi state or district
acts specinthe Atlantic, investigated the stateril...
Dardui is a woman's medicine.
They did can bestow, and he knows that he will
during the extra session.
room and located a box of graham
ñas
building
tonic,
a
and
onllv
female
on
ortrans
the
Ointmy
not always succeed in getting what never be considered as a candidate
"Anything really serious with
crackers and a box of Cuticura
harmful
no
contains
system.
whole
for
they went after, but they made a for the presidency, as he is now in
effect on the
ment. When a search was made
5ye, Doc?"
showing of sufficient strength to cause the aged class.
you
ncrpdipnts. hein? a rjure vegetable extract.
"No, no simply a
the box, it was found empty and the
There are not a few
eaten the
the leaders to take notice.
had
he
that
admitted
kid
get
Cardui
trouble,
On a Time Limitation.
suffer from some form of female
And what they did then will not be public men who for this reason be
contents of the entire box spread on
In spite of the reputation for latltu
lieve that Speaker Cannon Is serving
of a bad
once and give a fair trial.
him
a marker to what they will do next
cured
It
crackers.
the
early
know what else."
winter, according to present Indica- his last term and that he will make dinarianlsm he gained from his
don't
and
I
cold
trial for heresy, the late Prof. Jowett
tions. It is the knowledge of this that the public announcement next spring
No more conclusive evidence could
of Oxford was intolerant of preten
lias started the story that Cannon that he has had his full quota of serv
be offered that every ingredient of CuOne
conceit.
shallow
and
give
tiousness
will announce his purpose to retire ice and the time is at hand to
is absolutely pure,
undergraduate met the tlcura Ointment
If it may be
trcm congress at the close of his pres- some of the youncsters in the Dan
sweet and harmless.
said
"Master,"
he
day.
one
master
ville district an opportunity.
ent term.
safely eaten by a young child, none but
have searched everywhere in all phil the most beneficial results can be exosophies, ancient and modern, and no pected to attend its application to even
where do I find the evidence of a the tenderest skin or youngest infant
," replied the master
common garden variety of reporter, a God." "Mr.
totter Drug A Cham. Corp- - Sols Prop, Boston.
stateliouse reporter, a Washington cor after a shorter pause than usual, "if
by
five
o'clock
a
God
respondent, an editorial writer and you don't find
Would Find Use for It.
an Alpha Delta Phi. He has joined this afternoon you must leave this
After a day and a night spent in anWra W W. Gardner, of Paducah, Ky., tried Cardui and writes:
several clubs, and ever since 1905 has college."
Ihqt rrrnnil. T have been usii.tr it for eleven years.
swering telephone calls from people
rrI TO..K IUIUUX ; o jwuv
been on Uncle Sam's pay roll In the
news from
the
who
latest
wanted
feel like a different woman, since 1 nave been
and
old
T
4R
vears
Catarrh
m
treasury department. He is a quail Beware of Ointments for
Peary and Dr. Cook, the secretary of
to
suffer irom oearing aowu mus, ua.uu
taking it I used
lied expert on customs matters, and
that Contain Mercury.
one of the arctic clubs had retired
now the pains are all gone and I sleep good.
but
sleeplessness,
will itirely do troy the Rente of meU
and
perhis fitness to serve on the tariff board as mercury
rest, when the
mmniptelv deranca the whole svatem when for a
j.ui ,ouug
w
recommena
uaruui
put him there in spite of his desire to and
REYNOLDS is as
Such
surfaces.
It through the mucous
entering
I highly
sistent 'phone bell rang again. A voice
AJIMMIE to an American admin- continue in his present place. ,
articles ahould never be uaed except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they at the other end said:
AT ALL DRUG STORES
The other Jimmie Reynolds is other- will do la ten told to the good you can possibly deistration nowadays as a soothing syrup
"Do you want the ambulance sent
rive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
in an orphan home. No president can wise known as James Bronson Reyn
by F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, O., contains no merright
over?"
acting directly upon
cury, and Is taken internally,
get along without a Jimmie Reynolds, olds, sometimes called James Bewil
"What ambulance?" roared the irate
nt muffins AlirfftrPS Of the BTStem. Ill
th hintri
Cure be sure you get the
and President Roosevelt made sure of dered Reynolds by the bated opposi- buying Hall'sIs CatarrhInternally
secretary.
In Toledo
made
and
taken
termine,
it
The Minority Position.
his position by keeping two of them tion. Mr. Reynolds is a reformer and Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
"Why, the one you sent for."
Price, 75c. per bottle.
"Saw Peleg down to the public liBold by Druggiste.
on the Job. President Taft has com- he is now in New York engaged once
ambulance."
no
sent
for
"I
Take Hail's Family Pills for constipation.
brary yistiddy. He wuz reading all
promised on one, but he has recently more in the seventh lap of the Mara"You lie!"
the old newspapers he could find."
Repartee in the Bright Family.
he
shown his leanings to the Jimmie thon of reform in that place. He begasped,
then
secretary
The
"Yes; he can't remember for sure
Reynoldses by appointing James Bur- gan life in 1861, later on he was a
"The newspapers are making a screamed into the 'phone:
the Panama canal is to be
whether
ton Reynolds of Massachusetts as a lawyer, and he lias ever since been in great stir about men's disinclination
and
possible,
as
soon
as
"Send it
or lock, and whichever it is
level
sea
you
member of the tariff commission. Mr. ihe public eye. He was as necessary to marry," remarked Mrs. Bright.
send
too,
I'll
and
over,
you come
he's agin it."
Reynolds has been an assistant secre- to President Roosevelt as the big
"The Bible says there are no mar- back in it!"
tary of the treasury for four years. stick. He followed Upton Sinclair riages in heaven," commented Mr. B.
The Grouchy Man.
Laundry work at home would be
"And what has that to do with us?"
Prior to that he was a newspaper through the jungles of Chicago's packL
She There's Mrs. Toozle. She seems
You Pay 10c
much more satisfactory if the right
Bright laughed.
man, and more often he has been the ing town, and helped the country
to the death of her
reconciled
get
quite
the
to
on
get
havdope
the
order
the
on
were
used.
figuring
In
commission
in
party
are
Starch
homes
they
Republican
"Perhaps
of
the
for Cigars)
caretaker
desired stiffness, it is usually neces- first husband.
evils of city life. He formulated a ing a little heaven on earth."
Massachusetts.
so Good.
Not
her
He Yes; but I'm afraid that
governsary to use so much starch that the
Mr. Reynolds has been born ever nice plan for a new municipal
goods, in fact, any fine beauty and fineness of the fabric is second never will be." Illustrated
white
Sheer
up
to
date
it
Washington,
but
in
ment
years
many
since 1870. During the
wash goods when new, owe much of hidden behind a paste of varying Bits.
has not been tried out.
which have followed he has been
their attractiveness to the way they thickness, which not only destroys the.
No matter how long your neck may be
are laundered, this being done in a appearance, but also affects the wearhow sore your throat, Hamlins Wizard
manner to enhance their textile beau- ing quality of the goods. This trou- or
It
Oil will cure it surely and quickly.
ty. Home laundering would be equal- ble can be entirely overcome by using drives out all soreness and inflammation.
I'nless these men and women are ly satisfactory if proper attention was
as it can be applied
granted substantial increases in salary given to starching, the first essential Defiance Starch,
When a woman has occasion to loaf,
of its great
immediately. Mr. Marsh holds, the being good Starch, which has sufficient much more thinly because
calls it either shopping, visiting or
she
makes.
er strength than other
entertaining.
plans for the betterment of Washingstrength to stiffen, without thickening
ton may as well be dropped.
22,000 acres of irrigated Government Land
The Way of It.
the goods. Try Defiance Starch and
nOCSEKEGPERS.
He points out that many men who you will be pleasantly surprised at the
in Arkansas Valley, Colorado, will be
"But I don't love you," objected the TJe theMinn
Red
best. That's why they buy
are married and have families are improved appearance of your work.
open for settlement October 21. 1909,
thrown
young woman.
cents.
5
grocers
leading
Blue.
At
Cross Ball
compelled to work along for from WOO
under the Carey Act Opportunity to get
"Then why, howled the indignant
Gore.
for
Thirst
The
to $700 a year. This means, he says,
Strange how a girl's ideal can de an irrigated farm at low cost on easy payyouth, referring hastily to divers mem
Unsophisticated Onlooker I think
diary, "did you velop into merely her husband.
ments. Only short residence required.
furtherance of the desire of the that many men of more than average
pocket
his
in
oranda
what a
Send for book giving full informatioa
national conference on city planning intelligence and ability, caught fast in this is a first rate place. See coming.
up a total of 65 boxes of chocolates
eat
PAINKILLER
VEKKY DAVIS'
to formulate some scheme through the rut of government and municipal fine view we have of this car
I bought you during the past year n
Twe Butles Irrigation and Reservoir Company
many families lor 3 generat
used
In
been
fidview
Fine
Seasoned Spectator
which effectual progress may be made service and unable or afraid to seek
you didn't love me?"
Lamar, Colorado
26c, 35c, 50c a bottle.
brolses.
or
bums,
trains,
on
happens
to improve and beautify Washington, more remunerative employment, are dlesticks! Nothing ever
"Because." she said, with a rapt ex
a
tongues
and
a
thousand
Gossip
daJ
has
"I
features,
Benjamin C. Marsh has prepared a re- making a vain endeavor to maintain these straight stretches not even
lovely
pression on her
they all work overtime.
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
port of investigations he has been con- life and support their families in com- broken leg. Come on down to the love chocolate.
turn and wait for the fun. Puck.
ducting since last May, and now has fort and respectability.
Summer Conquests.
As a result, he says, Washington is
it ready for presentation to the senate
The extraordinary popularity of fine
"Are these all photographs of felcommittee on the District of Columbia. facing a housing famine, because the white goods this summer makes the
In
lows vou have been engaged to?"
Mr. Marsh's recommendations, while working people cannot find homes
choice of Starch a matter of great imad'No. They're the fellows wno awn i
Manv ncoole are afraid of ghosts. Few people
they go in detail Into the subject of which they can afford to live. He
being free
Starch,
Defiance
portance.
are afraid of germs. Yet tbe ghost is e fancy and
ownership of land in the district, and vocates immediate action looking to a from all injurious chemicals, is the nrooose."
the un'What In the world oo you want oi
the
term is a fact. If the term could be magnified
fine
on
treat of such technical subjects as general advance In salary forcase
use
to
safe
is
has only one which
to a size equal to its terrors it would appear more
them?"
r
stiffen-euniform width of streets and sugges- derpaid clerks. When their
a
as
strength
great
dragon. Germs
terrible than any
to, he says, so tbat fabrics. It
"Why; I am saving them to make
tion for taxation, contain no more in- been attended
makes half the usual quantity of
can't be avoided. They are in the sir we breathe,
gallery."
rogues'
a
teresting subdivision than that relat- they have been made a
of
result
the
necessary,
with
the water we drink.
class, other efforts Starch
ing to the average wage earner by and
The germ can only prosper when the condition
perfect finish, equal to that when the
Interchange of Opinion.
in to beautify and Improve the city will
of the system gives it free scope to establish itfederal and municipal employes
new.
can
were
William
goods
Wife
William's
Said
be more easy of attainment.
self and develop. When there is a deficiency of
minor capacities.
make monev: but he will never be
ferae, languor, restlessness, a sallow cheek,
Reasons Enough.
any.
save
to
able
things
a hollow eye, when the appetite is poor and the
Father You seem to look at
Said William's Mother That is just
sleep is broken, it is time to guard against the germ. You eon
in a very different Ught since your
fortify the body against all germs by the use of Dr. Pierce's Goldwhat I warned my son when he want
marriage.
thus placed because it was not deIt increases the vital power, cleanses the
en Medical Discovery.
Daughter Well ed to marry you. Baltimore Amer
sirable to have the dirt and noise inMrs.
system of dogging impurities, enriches the blood, pots the stomcident to a power plant at the White I ought to after receiving 14 lamps leen.
and nutrition in working condition, so
organs
digestion
of
ach snd
House, and also because of consideraand nine candelabra for wedding pres
that the germ finds no weak or tainted spot in which to breed.
Notice?
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ents.
"Golden Medical Discovery" contains no alcohol, whisky or
tions of the danger from fire.
"Why are the children of the rich
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drags. All its ingredients printed on its outside
This plant, in addition to supplying
intractable?
so
often
exterminator
wrapper. It is not a secret nostrum bat a medicine of known
the current for lighting the White Rough on Rats, unbeatable
without
you
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a
see
"Where
25c,
and
with a record oi 40 yean tf cures. Accept no
composition
House, also furnishes the power for Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder,
woodshed, there you are apt to find
substitute there is nothing " just as good." Ask your neighbors.
lighting the state, war and navy Rough on Bedbugs,Powder or Liq'd,25c. a. spoiled kid."
24c.
no dwelling in the building, the navy department annex, Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid,
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and the force In the
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Seeks Raise for Uncle Sam's Clerks
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Afraid of Ghosts

Complete White House Lighting Plant

Newly-Marrie- d

Tit-Bit-

DYES
FADELESS
PUTNAM
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COLT DISTEMPER
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PLAK IN6

IN

FORESTS

CHINA.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

In consitlrriug ihe progress of
the almost world-wid- e
LEE JOMES, Prep.
movement
fur protection of forests, an interesting review has just been
We are showing interesting and educational
made of the work in China a
pictures. Gome in and spend the evening.
country which is so often cited
Two shows each evening.
as aw example of the evil effect
of deforestation.
h In a portion of the Celestial
Admission to All 10 cants
Kingdom earnest efforts are now
being made to
a for
est cover by planting. Consul
M. Wilbur T. Gracey of fsingtau,
CULL LUMBER for $12.00
We have a quantity of this lumber on hand and China, reports that the Germans
wish to make a quick disposal of same, so are offering it at this low in that region are making successful attempts at reforestation.
price of $12.00 per thousand feet. We also carry in stock
success of the work was pracGeneral Line of
Grade of Lumber, The
tically assured at the start, for to
handle
Lime etc. Give us a call. Germany is given the credit for
having the highest developed
system of forestry, and it wa?
natural to expect that the (.long
experience in forest work in the
Fatherland would lessen prelimif
nary experimentation andJiasten
progress in China.
- ;
When Tsingtau was occupied
by the Germans about ; eleven
years ago the hills were found
Cost you no more to have your work done right, your materhare and barren, with only aispi-radi- c
ials carefully Belected, than to employ some other? w!io will
have to watch from start to finish, and then succeed mly in
growth of scrub piiie( .und
having your material ruined, i u will have to wat'h u
weeds. Plans for reforestation
but we do claim to know how. Our experience of nearly
were at once made, and 2, !)(,"
rniriy years is ai your service.
lacres
have already been pluytcd.
Office Mid hep half a block South of Alaniogordo Hotel
A bout half of this is planted in
acacias, the balance in pine,
lurch, walnut, oak, ash, nipple,
and alders. So successful lias
this planting been that th point
Proprietor of the
has been won and on one occasion a band of thirty-sithieves
was captured in the act of. stealIs now ready for business.
Good rigs, carelul drivers and
ing wood.
genteel treatment. Office up town just Hast of News office
In spite 'if these drawbacks,
however,
has been so
Phone
Residence Phone 170 successful thethatwork the
Chinese
Government is now undertaking
forestry schemes in a number of
places under advice from German
experts. This work centers about
Murdan, Mandnuria, where suc;
Formerly
lamoqordo
cess has already been obtained
with acacias and experiment!
TTHE oldest and best Known rjotel n
are now neing mauejyjLWt-ffnre1
njogordo. Under the new management
trees. Thjrí?r-Tjíiiiie- se
forest
trje rates have been reduced to $2.00
a
dav
.
I
!
l
as established at Huk- emu iL
me service nas oeen in)provea.
ded two years ag . Six hundred
and twenty-fiv- e
acres have already been set apart for cultiva'PECIAL attention giver) to families and
tion, and 24,710 acres are to be
' to dinner Parties.
purchase for afforestation.
Three large mines in China, in
provinces of Ohihli and
the
INeal
Shansi, which are under the
management of Europeans, are
making plans for afforestation,
and Shantung Railway is planting acocias along 200 miles of its
track. This, however, is simply
a beginning of the work, and the
Chinese Government now has in
contemplation the inauguation of
extensive anoresiation worK in
different- parts of China.

per

SPECIAL

the Better
Lath and

and

McRae Lumber Company
WARNOCK

O. D.

Contractors and Builders.

.

J. Q. GRANT,
City Livery and Transfer

NEAL'S

ja.

I

I

oooo

Mrs. Bertha B.

I Just What
You

TOWNSHIP

Want

PLAT

showing
the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the
county.

A

-

A KILOWATT AND WHAT IT WILL

one-an-

one-thir-

The News.
9HU

Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in AJamogordo.
A Regular Dinner for

35c

00.

Electricity is measured by the
kilowatt hour. The rates for buy
ing current from the electric
light plant for power, light or
heat, or for charging the electric
runabout, are always so much for
each kilowatt hour of electricity
consumed.
This is just bo much
Greek to the average man and if
you tell him a kilowatt is
he will
only get a faint idea of what It it
all about.
To explain the term needs, first,
clear definition, and then a
comparison, fcvery one will un
derstand that a certain amount
of force must be used to drive
electric current through a circuit. This force is measured bv
volts; thus we have
t
and
currents, the
one expressing just twice the
force of the other ; but the quan
tity of current passing through a
circuit depends apon the force
and the resistance, and so the
quantity is expressed by a different term, viz., "amperes."
Now the efficiency of the cur
rent depends upon both force and
quantity, and to express this effi7
ciency or united action we multiply the force by the quantity-th- at
is, the volts by the amperes
and express the results in watts.
Thus 110 volts multiplied by 6
amperes is 660 watts, or 220 volts,
multiplied by 6 amperes is 1100
horse-pow-

d

1

220-vol-

.

.1

d

er

lt

cur-ren-

ts

are

Will Sansom and family

watts, of course, 1000 watts,
which is the equivalent of about

-

lli ..ar

BUSINE88 DlRFPTrvT

Hiirlirolls.
. .
o
IIIIDIIgV"
VHCKfiY
k 8HKKKY
IV horse-poweMany friends sympathise with
In ch.rginga battery the light- Mr- - Sansom in ihe death of heri
Attsrujs at u
ing companies' bill for the e l .Uuglner whiih occurred at her
0w tlpkiair,
so many watts for so many hours home in Los Angeles Sunday.
flw
Ea.i, ,W
HitlI
thus, 1001 wat U for 10 hours Mrs. Sansom was called to Los
would be charged as 10 kilowatt Angeles two weeks ago.
H. MAJOR,
hours, which, at 5 cents a
Six men from Califorina have
Atterasy at L.s.
buttf, I'jtuu bo CO cents, a
filed on a township of land at
mú tu,
ReMH
charge that seems little enough
we are informed
Pirn NaMoaal Bj
for 10 hours' use of IV horse- the Hinds and
will put up a cement plant soon.
power.
w
are busy hauling QKOBOI 0. BRYAN,
But what a kilowatt hour is Just no they
to the Sands.
lumber
worth may be judged by what it
Physician and Surgeon
will do. Thus a kilowatt hour,
.no, r.
Legal Notices.
figures an engineer of the GenerALAMOGORDO. N.
al Electric Company, will light
we ity
incandes- Kim Pun. Oct. 28; last Pud. No. 18 QR. J. R. OILBEkT,
Notice of Publication.
cent lamps or two standard arc
1 Surgeon.
lamps for one hour; it will pump In the Dlmrlct Court. I
Mfaa,
Otero.
Oraulr.
I.
teGlibrl B.iid
100 gallons of water to a height CoiiDlv of
No. 884
Pbone U. Alamnffiirdo. N M
of 25 feet ; compress 470 cubic
W. H. Untes
v.
feet of free air 100 pounds ; drive
It. H. Dirks
Robert Newton Woedwortl
an ordinary passenger elevator
The said defendant M. H. Dirks,
175 feet; print 2500 circulars on a la herch notiflVci ilia' a sui' in taaiil
Inlii Easlmur
tin been romniehCfd mains! you In it"
15 x 21 job press, or 1000 sheets
of
Otsiu
Examinations
County
Court for the
and rep,irts
on a 32 x 47 cylinder press; r n Tvrrliory of New Mexico, ht naid W It
References
Hules, oil per'ain pmnilorv note
exchanged,
a sewing machine for 2 hours; tHiides'pf Whleh are mad a part of tin
. . .
iM 37t
supply air for a church organ for mini ilnt ii"W mi fl'n in this Office.
AI,'moohli.
In the sum ol Ism)
Jaogmont
'iHinandl
oiie service; mix 2M cubic yards
en-t
mile-"U
rosis. i'K!.. that
r of
of concrete; heat a two,pint
" to be entered tour appiar-aiici- .
MILLER.
'" s:ild suit on or before Ibe lltl
chafing dish for four hours; mix d
iNn si mum
f Deceaiber.
A
deer
l. ism),renileri-Tlnbiine Ki ju
Sufficient dough for 150 loaves of Pro GnnfSWMD therein will he
bread, and grind (1)0 pounds of ajfafdlt viiu Chin, P Pnrn. Clerk
U.
. TOM I'm n,
Pi Mi H Red man. Depf t)
coneeMtrWi.il arivj a runaoota
I'. Blair, ewj.,
i'j mile or u tLréfSAcá truck PrankpriMtsndo,
New Mexico.
Lawyer,
Aiornn) 'or Plafntlff.
one mile.
eractice in all courts bm4
r.

u--
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Camp City Item"-

Well I guess we are still on the
map but have been so busy lately couldnt take time to put in a
word "edgeways." The "Dog
Canon citizens" (whoever they
are) seem to have filled up the
vacancy and are claiming all the
credit of the "good things" done
in Camp City.

CLASSIFIED

ADS

QR.

Katns for ftdverUfMfQftnM i tin- - cot o mi
oiip eht a wnril Rftch insertion. Mt"
jininn chary- 2Ü catite

TO RENT: Two desirable offices
in the First National Bank building, second floor. Apply at the

44tf.

Wells and Mc FOR SALE I have a few 1908
Minorcas for
Murry took in the fair Sat. and hatched S. C. B.prices-Calsale at bargain
ami
l
Sunday.
see theOMr ííoie 157.
T,19- - O'Reilly, Ohio Ave.
Misses Zadaand nUll MíllllfT
entert!jiaAii--5;""par- ty
of young
".
nr.eare
i a ons
people at tneir home near tlie even
vmvio.
t( take orders for en- Prepaid
Walthall School House 8at.
rau-- u
viMiiMK earns ami can
evening.
nirnisn same at very low prices.
H. McNew has purchased the quality considered. Samples can
McMarry ranch and is going to be seen at the M:ws ornee.
install two gasoline engines, one
Waned
at each well to supply water for private Room and board in
family by young
the cattle.
P. C. Rol land.
47t 1.
Ernest Sanson received news
informing him of the death of his
FINE PRINTING The New
has the best equipped job print
sister in California.
nig department in this part of
J. L. Bums who has been JNew Mexico. Kush Jobs Rushed.
working in La Mesa, wat home
last week for a few days.
iiAmcjii uooa worn team in
exchange
tor two lots and a two
E. G. Rafety of Oscure, N. M.
was in town on business Friday. room house in Alamogordo
Address,
Jack Hollister,
E. W. Monroe and S. D. Camp
Cloudcroft, N. M.
made a business trip to Alamogordo Monday.
WANTED An old estahliahprl
company desires
Mrs. Thompson and daughter amanufacturing
residence manager in each
of California were visiting and county financially
responsible
looking for a home here last for 1300 to $600 in cash supplying
week. They left with the inten- me uemanus created for our products, attending to the sales, detion of returning again.
liveries, collections, advertising,
etc., report weekly, no canvassFarmers Flats.
ing. We jay good salary and
Mrs. Anna Missik and sons will office expences ; position permaLiberbegin the erection of a white sand nent; send references.
ty" Mfg. Association, 4 State
house on their claim next week. street, Chicago.
The house will consist of four
large rooms and porches.
Pincham's Stock of
Leslie Drew is in the moan-tain- s
this week, working in the

....

ivrn

man-Inqui-

12-1-

Sewing Machines

forest reserve.

AT

Tom Charles is spending a
couple of weeks in Peñasco cañón, building fences on his farm.

Cut Prices

H. W. Loomis is visting his
parents in Osborne Kansas for
two weeks.

MENGER

Mrs. Art Neal of Alamogordo
is visiting Mrs. Hobbik this
week.

ONE 0R6AN AT A BAR6AIN.

The Ladies Embroidery Club
met with Mrs. Ma Hobbik Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. McMasters left
last week for a month's visit in
Dn buque Iowa.
Mr. Miller and wife from
Colorado have bought the Beck
,
i
reimquisnment
ana will move
in a few weeks to their future
home.

SEE

N

loth STREET

QR.

Merchant Tailor
Quint i ven Block.
Cuitom
Cbolce

Tallorinr, In latest

Patterns

always

ityle.

Osteopathic Physician.
On Tenth St. Opposite

tbr Court
Atarai'ifordit, Kvsi Mex,i

p

an

II

H. GUDOBR,

ü. d. s

Dentist.
Prepared to do po reel; in crown and
bridtre work, porcel'iu iil..-,- , j m

Ifnld ir lnvs.

office over WarrenRooms F,

D

G

P.. K. S.

-

and R.

dbiTu tom
l'tunr TT.

JAKVJS,

....

Dentist
Office over
i'bone 71.

re

First National

ALAMOGORDO.

Hunk,

N M.

Make Your Final Proofs

J.

F.

Before

BUSH,

United States Commissions
Office

Alamogordo, N. M.
Just East of Tho Now
Itb J. Q. Grant

A. E. ANDREWS

Offlc

REALTY

CO

REAL ESTATE

sacramento Vallar Lands, Money
lOU, Mamogordo Property.
OKS

to

12k

H. La Salle
S

r.
i r v eyoDitch

Land and Irrigation
rveying a specialty.

su-

Maps and

Blue Prlnte made to order.

Protect Tour Life
and Property with an

Insurance Policy

A. F. Mengcr
Ageot
Phone
Teotb St.

134

Hotef Zeiger
EL PASO

TEXAS.
(Maa)

Rooms 7Bc $1 and $1.50

Conducted in ittmuidance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Head
quarters for stockmen and min
in men. CIIA8.ZMGEK.Prop.

n ltoeK

French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest
Oood guaranteed not tometbéd.
shrink.
Ladles' Hoods a specialty
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY

BARRINGER'S

Feea & Llvsry Stafile
Fine Camping Ground
undercover.
.

Mr. Palnear of Missouri is a
.

guest of the Riehoedson family.
He is looking for a location in
the Flats.

Dl

IONE HUI.ETT.

M.

(Braa

I. JerzykowskI

'

Phys'clan.

M. A. Boyd,

.

.nt

J. G. HOLMES.

Office over Koilaiul'

bank.

rrn

l'-

DsMinaitttii

Offices, Suite 3 and 4 Pir-- i x
DuildiaK. Alam.wu

Stomach

Trouble
mevw, rait.

ubfip.T"""
trial p.ckat-

r'V' "".

A

-

wiilb.

Good Service
Pennsylvania

Af, Aiamogordo

r

